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As a response to growing traffic in Atlanta, almost constant road work has been 
occurring in the city for the past 75 years. The growth of the city and the ever-changing 
road system has had dramatic impact on the physical deterioration of the historic fabric 
of the city. One of the most intense impacts came with the construction and 
reconstruction of the Interstate 75/85 Connector running north to south through the 
center of downtown. This research examines impacts of the construction of the 
interstate in the 1950s and the reconstruction in the 1980s to determine the level of 
physical deterioration in three historic neighborhoods. Data collected on building use, 
vacancy rates, and owner-occupancy rates are used to answer the question: did the land 
use and occupancy of lots in historic neighborhoods change as a result of Atlanta’s 
75/85 Connector, and if so how enduring were these changes?  Data from the study 
shows that due to the creation of the Connector, a temporary rise in vacancy and 
decrease in residential rates occurred, couple with lasting increased commercial rates 
and decreased owner-occupancy. The study also found that the placement of the 
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In 1946, plans were revealed for a major interstate to run through the heart of 
downtown Atlanta, Georgia in hopes of the city becoming a motor vehicle 
transportation hub for the Southeast United States.  Two years later, the land was 
cleared, and construction began on what is today still a major thoroughfare for the city, 
the Interstate-75/85 Connector. Known as simply the “Connector,” the location of this 
expressway was chosen to clear slums in the city, a trend that was seen throughout the 
United States in the middle of the twentieth century. The impact of the construction of 
the Connector, and others like it, was felt far and wide through the city, both positively 
and negatively. The Connector did, initially, help ease the traffic through the city and 
aided in Atlanta’s status as a regional capitol allowing easy access to other cities. 
However, the creation of the interstate also caused destruction to the city, by tearing 
down buildings, dividing neighborhoods, and leading to sprawl. Little research has been 
conducted to analyze the impacts of the National System of Interstate and Defense 
Highways, such as the Connector in Atlanta, through a preservation lens. The purpose of 
this thesis is to fill part of the gap in preservation related literature on the impacts of the 
interstate system on historic neighborhoods by analyzing data-driven evidence of 
change. This study examines the impact of the Interstate 75/85 Connector on three 
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historic neighborhoods in Atlanta, Georgia by comparing buildings use, occupancy rates, 
and owner occupied structures.  
To effectively address how the Connector impacted historic neighborhoods, this 
thesis is divided into five main chapters.  The first chapter introduces the Connector, 
expounds upon the motives and goals of this study, evaluates the current literature on 
the topic and introduces the major legislation and guidelines surrounding historic 
preservation across the country and Atlanta specifically. Chapter Two discusses the 
methodology used to conduct the study and a description of the process. Chapter three 
provides a brief history of transportation in Atlanta and brief histories of each 
neighborhood being analyzed: Mechanicsville, South Atlanta, and Sweet Auburn. The 
fourth chapter presents the findings and analysis of the study, explaining the impacts to 
the neighborhoods and how it relates to the built environment. The fifth, and final, 
chapter concludes the study with observations on overarching trends and 








Figure 1:  Proposed expressway plan. Courtesy of Georgia State University.  
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Figure 2: Approved expressway plan. Image courtesy of Georgia State University. 
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Locally known, and referred to throughout this work, as the Connector, the 
Interstate 75/85 Connector runs north/south through downtown Atlanta, Georgia 
providing access for motorists to the core of the city and cities beyond.  The interstates 
of 75 and 85 join at approximately Deering Road on the north and disengage at the 
South River on the south, within the current boundaries of the City of Atlanta. The initial 
Connector was planned to be a total of 1.7 miles.1  By the 1970’s the Connector was 
inadequate and disrupting the flow of traffic through the city.2  After its construction, 
the Connector underwent a major renovation in the 1980’s, bringing it to its current 
length, a total of 4.4 miles.3  This work analyzes the impacts of the initial construction of 
the Connector, as well as the reconstruction by collecting data before, between and 
after the two periods of roadwork.    
Existing literature regarding the Connector is largely focused on the impact to 
demographics. Previous studies prove that African-Americans and those with low socio-
economic status were on the losing end of the construction of highways, often being 
dislocated from their home and community.4  This thesis strays from existing work to 
                                                 
1 H. W. Lochner and Company and Cather & Company De Leuw, “Highway and Transportation Plan for 
Atlanta, Georgia” (State Highway Department of Georgia, 1946), 
https://smartech.gatech.edu/handle/1853/36611. 
2 Lichtenstein Consulting Engineers, “Historic Context of the Interstate Highway System” (Langhorne, PA: 
Georgia Department of Transporation, 2007). 
3 Ibid. 
4 Larry Keating, Atlanta: Race, Class, and Urban Expansion (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2001); 
LeeAnn Lands, The Culture of Property: Race, Class, and Housing Landscapes in Atlanta, 1880-1950 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2009); Christopher Silver and John Moeser, The Separate City: Black 
Communities in the Urban South, 1940-1968 (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1995); David 
Sjoquist, ed., Past Trends and Future Prospects of the American City: The Dynamics of Atlanta (Plymouth: 
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focus on other social and physical impacts of the Connector by asking: did the land use 
and occupancy of lots in historic neighborhoods change as a result of Atlanta’s 75/85 
Connector, and if so how enduring were these changes?  The answer to this question 
allows preservations to muse about how physical changes might impact social aspects 
and vice versa. This study lends itself to a number of other factors including if location of 
the interstate intrusion influences the degree in which the neighborhood was impacted, 
how largely residential versus largely commercial areas changed differently, and how 
well historic preservation federal legislation protects designated sites. 
Historic Preservation Legislature 
Historic preservation in America started largely as grassroots efforts to save the 
country’s monuments. Beginning largely in the nineteenth century, heritage and history 
associations and societies began working to save America’s landmark sites.  Thought of 
as the first preservation group in the United States, the Mount Vernon Ladies Society 
fought to preserve Mount Vernon in 1853.  After a petition to Congress proved 
unsuccessful, the Society raised the money to save the property themselves. This 
success began three major trends in the early preservation movement of the country: 
efforts were largely privately funded, led by local organizations and focused on saving 
landmark buildings.5 While the national government has since made great strides in 
                                                 
Lexington Books, 2009); Frederick Allen, Atlanta Rising: The Invention of an International City 1946-1996 
(Taylor Trade Publishing, 1996). 
5 Norman Tyler, Ted Ligibel, and Ilene Tyler, Historic Preservation: An Introduction to Its History, Principles, 
and Practice, 2nd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2009). 
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protecting cultural resources and state and local governments have programs in place, 
preservation still remains an effort largely motivated by local organizations and private 
individuals, especially in Atlanta.  
In the second half of the twentieth century, historic preservation legislation was 
passed on the national level, requiring a number of studies to be conducted on federal 
projects which might impact culture resources. The National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA), created in 1966, relates most directly to protecting historic structures. Section 
106 of NHPA calls for federal agencies to conduct reports surveying the effects of their 
actions on cultural resources and allow the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to 
comment on the reports. Section 106 is one of the country’s most stringent historic 
preservation protections. The process of determining impact is detailed and time 
consuming but ultimately aims at protecting historic resources throughout the country.6   
In the same year NHPA was created, the Department of Transportation Act (DOT 
Act) was also created with its own cultural resource protection in Section 4(f). While 
NHPA covers any federally funded project, the DOT Act protects cultural and natural 
resources from the Federal Transportation Authority and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation solely.7 If any project associated with these departments interferes with 
a publicly owned park, natural area, or a designated historic site it can only be approved 
                                                 
6 Thomas King, Culture Resource Laws and Practice, 3rd ed. (Plymouth: AltaMira Press, n.d.). 




if there is no alternative to using that piece of land or if the planning includes minimizing 
negative impacts. This, and other legislature that protects cultural resources, defines 
historic structures as those listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places. Essentially, federal transportation agencies can not adversely affect 
historic properties unless there is no other alternative.8  
A third piece of legislation regarding the protection of cultural resources, the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), was passed in 1969 completing the trifecta of 
today’s largest national cultural resource laws. NEPA is perhaps the broadest of the 
legislation as it relates to the human environment, or the relationship of people with the 
natural and built environment. Often working with NHPA Section 106 and Section 4(f) of 
the Transportation Act, NEPA compliance requires an assessment of any federally 
funded project to determine the impacts of resources. Unlike Section 106, NEPA 
compliance requires the study to look at all resources that relate to humans and their 
environment that would be potentially affected. If the project is determined to affect 
the human environment, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be created to 
present alternatives to the proposed project. The EIS looks at the environment that 
would be effected by each proposed project, and the effects the projects would have on 
the environment.9   
                                                 
8 King, Culture Resource Laws and Practice. 
9 Ibid.55-82.  
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Between these three pieces of legislation there occurs a significant amount of 
overlap, but each handles cultural resources in a slightly different manner. In one 
aspect, Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act allows for the most 
protection because it can prevent a project if a feasible alternative exists. However, 
NEPA’s protection covers such a variety of potential impacts, its scope is much larger 
than Section 4(f)s and is done early enough in the planning stages to allow time for 
mitigation.  Both NEPA and NHPA Section 106 cannot prevent the destruction of a 
historic site solely if there is a better alternative, they must only report that the impact 
that will occur.  
Historic Preservation in Atlanta 
Atlanta was chosen for this study because the city is plagued with traffic 
problems and constantly undergoing plans, policies, and studies to attempt to fix the 
congestion. The city is also known for their lack of preservation ethic, often tearing 
down historic structures for the sake of “progress.” This makes Atlanta an interesting, if 
not ideal, city to study regarding transportation and preservation. As the city is 
continually attempting to fix their transportation issues, roadwork occurs often, 
allowing the conclusions of this study to be relevant to future construction that will 
inevitably take place.   
The beginning of Atlanta’s preservation issues has been tied back to 1864, when 
General William T. Sherman burned the city on his march to Savannah. Early public 
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officials and developers claimed there was nothing to preserve in a city that was burned 
in 1864 and this ideology was continued until the end of the twentieth century.10 As 
discussed previously the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) was a 
catalyst for preservation throughout the country. The act called for the creation of state 
historic preservation offices, allowed for a grant program for surveys and planning, and 
required a new review process to determine effects on historic resources from any 
federally funded project.11  The new review process required highway, housing, and 
urban renewal projects had to have a local government agency determine the impacts 
on cultural resources. The NHPA started a nationwide shift in the way preservation was 
viewed and historic structures began to be seen as financial opportunities, however the 
legislation was structured so that local ordinances were the ones administering the 
protection to the cultural resources, creating a variety of methods and protection across 
the country.  
The immediate result of the National Historic Preservation Act was the creation 
of more than a hundred city preservation committee’s across the United States, 
Including the creation of the Civic Design Commission in Atlanta.12  Even with the early 
creation of the Civic Design Commission in 1966, Atlanta gained a reputation as a city 
                                                 
10 “Growth and Preservation--Atlanta: A National Register of Historic Places Travel Itinerary,” accessed 
March 19, 2017, https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/atlanta/growth.htm. 
11 “National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16USC470),” accessed March 19, 2017, 
https://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/nhpa1966.htm. 
12 Elizabeth Lyon, “From Landmarks to Community: The History of Georgia’s Historic Preservation 
Movement,” The Georgia Historical Quarterly 83, no. 1 (1999): 77–97; Harvey Newman, “Historic 
Preservation Policy and Regime Politics in Atlanta,” Journal of Urban Affairs 23, no. 1 (2001): 71–86. 
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ripe for development, with government leaders that would demolish older buildings if 
they stood in the way of economic development throughout the second half of the 
twentieth century.13  As a result, the city has an extremely weak preservation ethic 
resulting in continuous destruction of the few historic properties left.  
Throughout the 1900s Atlanta’s elected officials were greatly influenced by the 
elite business owners of the city, who played a large hand in city planning and 
development policies. This “regime politics” made it difficult for preservation policies to 
be created, as developers convinced public officials to tear down existing buildings in 
the name of progress.14 But with the creation of the National Preservation Act and 
Atlanta’s own Civic Design Commission, a number of landmarks in the city started 
gaining protection. Originally, the commission was only advisory and many historic 
buildings were still allowed demolition permits in order for new structures to be built. In 
1973, the Civic Design Commission produced a list of fifty sites of historic value in the 
city but still the commission lacked the authority to preserve the structures as 
developers held influence over political leaders.15  
Largely starting the preservation movement in Atlanta was the city successful 
efforts in saving the Fox Theater in 1974. As Atlanta’s population moved to the suburbs 
in the 1950s and 1960s, the use of the Fox Theater fell drastically and the building 
                                                 
13 Newman, “Historic Preservation Policy and Regime Politics in Atlanta”; Allen, Atlanta Rising. 
14 Newman, “Historic Preservation Policy and Regime Politics in Atlanta,” 74.   
15 Ibid., 80. 
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deteriorated. In 1974, the Fox Theater was slated for demolition, however Atlanta 
residents took action to save it. Raising $3 million, Atlanta Landmarks, a nonprofit 
created to save the theater, successfully renovated the Fox in 1975. Truly a collective 
effort on the parts of Atlanta citizens, this act shows the love city residents have for one 
of their historic structures. Ultimately, the success of the Fox Theater initiative led to the 
start of the Atlanta Preservation Center, a private non-profit preservation organization 
created in 1979.16 However, preservation efforts in the city did not continue with this 
amount of enthusiasm.  
When Atlanta’s first African American Mayor, Maynard Jackson, was elected, 
preservation efforts finally gained support from someone in the position to affect policy. 
Jacksons efforts included changing the name of the Civic Design Commission to the 
Atlanta Urban Design Commission and attempting to save historic structures in the path 
of MARTA, but his efforts failed at saving the structures and strengthening the 
commissions role in demolition and development. Maynard did see some success 
through the newly named commission when new development was not an issue, but 
largely failed to initiate any new protections.17  
                                                 
16 “Preservation Guru Talks Losing Atlanta’s History,” Curbed Atlanta, May 20, 2016, 
http://atlanta.curbed.com/2016/5/20/11688518/atlanta-preservation-center-boyd-coons; “Atlanta 




In 1981, Andrew Young was elected Mayor of Atlanta and while he was largely 
against preservation and in favor of new development his tenure saw the creation of the 
strongest preservation policy the city has seen to date.  In 1986, as the city was growing 
tense over the demolition of apartment buildings on Peachtree Street, the City of 
Atlanta was awarded an almost $35,000 matching grant from the National Trust of 
Historic Preservation to create a historic preservation steering committee. The 17 
person committee included the mayor, members of city council and other leaders in the 
business, development, and preservation communities.18 The committee met for nine 
months in a mediated negotiation process to resolve differences from the different 
professions.19 The mediation was successful in that the committee reached an 
agreement in 1988 creating Atlanta’s new historic preservation policy.20 The policy 
included five main changes and accomplishments for preservationists in the city: a new 
system for recording and protecting historic structures, incentive programs for 
preservation efforts, a process for evaluating claims of economic hardship, 
recommendations for almost a hundred historic buildings in the midtown and central 
business districts to be designated, and an interim ordinance to protect buildings until 
the proposed laws were put into place.21  The new policy was successful in protecting 
                                                 
18 Richard Collins, Elizabeth Waters, and A. Bruce Dotson, America’s Downtowns: Growth Politics & 
Preservation (Washington D.C.: Preservation Press, 1991), 25-38. 
19 Michael Elliott, “Reconceiving Historic Preservation in the Modern City: Conflict and Consensus Building 
in Atlanta,” Journal of Architectural and Planning Research 16, no. 2 (1999), 149-163. 
20 Newman, “Historic Preservation Policy and Regime Politics in Atlanta,” 71-86.   
21 Elliott, “Reconceiving Historic Preservation in the Modern City: Conflict and Consensus Building in 
Atlanta,” 149-163.  
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landmark sites in Atlanta but still lacked protection for non-designated structures and 
areas.  
Under the guidance of the National Trust during the negotiations, Atlanta’s 
process for designating landmark structures largely followed the precedent set by the 
Trust.  The criteria for Atlanta landmarks follows almost word for word the National 
Register criteria, except in regards to age, where Atlanta chose to require structures be 
only thirty years old.22 One major flaw for preservation in the Atlanta designation is the 
opportunity for developers to demolish a landmark structure if they can prove it could 
not provide a reasonable economic return. However, in order for a demolition permit to 
be issued for lack of economic return, documentation of the property conditions must 
be procured first through a specified manor.23   
While the negotiation and resulting policy marked a great stride for preservation 
in Atlanta, little has been done since then to increase protection for the city’s few 
remaining historic structures or meet the needs of the growing city. The city has made 
efforts in the form of historic districts, nominating a number of them to the National 
Register.24 However, the city is still described as being “alarmingly proficient at 
development through demolition” and not having outgrown its ideals of economic 
                                                 
22 “City of Atlanta, GA : Designation Criteria,” accessed March 21, 2017, 
http://www.atlantaga.gov/index.aspx?page=473; King, Culture Resource Laws and Practice. 
23 Newman, “Historic Preservation Policy and Regime Politics in Atlanta,” 71-86.  
24 A list of National Register sites and districts in Atlanta can be found at 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/atlanta/sitelist.htm.   
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success through increased development.25 The Atlanta Urban Design Commission is still 
the entity in which preservation is managed throughout the city, but it is still largely 
optional.26 The Executive Director of the Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation has 
discussed his belief that Atlanta’s historic buildings are not appreciated, estimating in 
2016 that approximately one historic building a week was being demolished in the city 
in the name of progress.27  Preservationists in the city now fear that any effort to change 
the current policy would put protections that individual neighborhoods fought for in 
danger, so the cycle of demolishing for development largely continues.28  
Historic Preservation Ethics 
Historic preservation is often studied using social aspects and has been described 
as a “social movement directed at saving and caring for our cultural heritage.”29 This is 
because older and historic buildings are connected to the character of an area and can 
contribute to a communities sense of place and  sense of self. Thus, a large number of 
preservation studies have looked at the changing demographics of neighborhoods.  The 
social basis of preservation largely comes from The Secretary of the Interiors Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties, which were first published in 1977 and have 
                                                 
25 “Preservation Guru Talks Losing Atlanta’s History,” Curbed Atlanta. 
26“Preservation Guru Talks Losing Atlanta’s History,” Curbed Atlanta. 
27 “Historic Preservation: Atlanta ‘Doesn’t Get It’,” Myajc, accessed March 19, 2017, 
http://www.myajc.com/news/local/historic-preservation-atlanta-doesn-get/ZU41THqRcrirCDT7idIYoO/. 
28 “Preservation Guru Talks Losing Atlanta’s History,” Curbed Atlanta.  
29 Michael Tomlan, Historic Preservation: Caring for Our Expanding Legacy (Switzerland: Springer 
International Publishing, 2015) v-xi. 
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since acted as guiding principles for historic preservation in America since. The 
standards focus largely on buildings retaining their integrity, which includes maintaining 
historical use. The U.S. Department of Interior lists seven aspects of integrity: location, 
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.30 When structures 
undergo a change in use, the structure often needs to be retrofitted. Buildings are 
sometimes gutted when given new uses, keeping only the exterior, which greatly 
diminishes the integrity by altering the design and often the materials. The standards 
were created with the idea that a used building will always be better maintained than a 
vacant one. This theory aided in the creation of four appropriate treatments for historic 
buildings outlined in the Standards: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and 
reconstruction.31 This thesis draws on the values described in the Standards and the 
social aspects of historic preservation by studying lot use, vacancy, and owner versus 
renter occupation.   
Sociology and Preservation 
Often, historic preservation can be thought of as a technical field, one that is 
concerned with and viewed as successful based on the number of historic structures 
saved in a country, state, city, or neighborhood.  The preservation field, however, 
                                                 
30 National Park Service, “Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Historic Aids to Navigation to the 
National Register of Historic Places,” n.d., 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb34/nrb34_8.htm. 
31 National Park Service, “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards,” Technical Preservation Services, 
accessed March 17, 2017, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm. 
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includes a variety of factors that stray from the technical side, such as social value and 
feeling of historic places. Preservation has been described as a “social practice, part 
history and part planning.”32 This section introduces social aspects related to physical 
deterioration, crime, and residents attachment to a neighborhood, that studies have 
shown can result from the changes studied in this thesis: building use, vacancy, and 
owner versus renter occupation. Looking at how the data collected through this study 
might affect other aspects of the neighborhoods sets up areas for future study in regard 
to social aspects of a neighborhood and its relation to preservation.  Understanding how 
these social aspects might impact the physical nature of a neighborhood will allow 
preservationists to contemplate new ways to retain integrity of a historic neighborhood 
and prevent unnecessary deterioration.  
While the physical condition of neighborhoods and buildings is necessary for the 
success of preservation in that neighborhood, the historic narrative of the area is also 
essential.   As evidenced by the Criteria for National Register designation, the feeling of 
an area is an important factor in historic preservation.33 Learning about what makes a 
place unique is important to preservationists, as well as the individual and community 
heritage that makes up an area. Understanding these characteristics is linked to a 
                                                 
32 Ned Kaufman, Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of Historic Preservation (New York: 
Routledge, 2009) 21-75. 
33 “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” November 28, 2001, 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/nrb15_2.htm. 
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stronger sense of place.34 Preservation has been described as social in nature, the field 
is concerned with saving and caring for cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible.35  
Physical Deterioration 
Physical deterioration of a neighborhood can be caused by overly aggressive or 
destructive building uses, high vacancy rates, and renter occupied buildings. Often, 
these patterns work in a cyclical way, each leading to the other until a catalyst brings the 
neighborhood out of the cycle. In literature regarding neighborhood change and 
planning, physical deterioration is referred to largely as physical incivilities or physical 
disorder. Physical incivilities can include litter, vandalism, vacant or dilapidated housing, 
abandoned cars, unkempt lots, poor roofs, and crumbling sidewalks.36 Similarly and 
often used interchangeably, physical disorder has been defined as “the deterioration of 
urban landscapes, for example graffiti on buildings, abandoned cars, broken windows, 
and garbage in the streets,”37 For the purpose of this study, and due to the many 
overlapping qualities of the definitions, physical incivilities, disorder, and deterioration 
are used interchangeably to describe the above mentioned blights on the landscape. 
                                                 
34 Helen Graham, Rhiannon Mason, and Andrew Newman, “Litearture Review: Historic Environment, 
Sense of Place, and Social Capital” (International Centre for Cultural and Heritage Studies, n.d.) 8-20. 
35 Tomlan, Historic Preservation: Caring for Our Expanding Legacy, v-xi. 
36 Douglas Perkins, John Meeks, and Ralph Taylor, “The Physical Environment of Street Blocks and 
Resident Perceptions of Crime and Disorder: Implications for Theory and Measurement,” Journal of 
Environmental Psychology 12 (1992): 22–26; Barbara Brown, Douglas Perkins, and Graham Brown, “Place 
Attachment in a Revitalizing Neighborhood: Individual and Block Levels of Analysis,” Journal of 
Environmental Psychology 21 (2003): 264-268. 
37 Robert Sampson and Stephen Raudenbush, “Systematic Social Observation of Public Spaces: A New 
Look at Disorder in Urban Neighborhoods,” American Journal of Sociology 105, no. 3 (November 1999): 
604. 
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Physical disorder can be “either passive (such as litter and unkempt housing) or 
deliberate (such as graffiti and vandalism).”38 Both passive and deliberate incivilities are 
relevant to this thesis. Understanding a variety of ways in which physical deterioration 
occurs, including social factors, can help maintain integrity of a neighborhood, especially 
in regards to the materials and feeling of the area. 
Building use is one factor than can impact the physical deterioration of 
neighborhoods.  When a neighborhood has a low residential rate there is often a 
correlation with increased physical deterioration. One reason for this is the decreased 
resident-based control in neighborhoods with a low residency rate.39  Resident-based 
control is an informal way to police streets and neighborhoods; the control is fueled by a 
resident’s attachment to their territory and a feeling of responsibility over the events 
occurring near their home.40  In strictly residential neighborhoods there is a smaller 
amount of traffic, thus residents are more likely to know who is traveling through the 
area. By easily identifying outsiders, residents are more likely to stop or report illegal or 
suspicious behavior.41  When the number of residentially used lots in a neighborhood 
decreases, it creates gaps in the residential fabric, which weakens the resident-based 
                                                 
38 Douglas Perkins et al., “Participation and the Social and Physical Environment of Resdiential Blocks: 
Crime and Community Context,” American Journal of Community Psychology 18, no. 1 (1990): 90-92. 
39 Ellen Kurtz, Barbara Koons, and Ralph Taylor, “Land Use, Physical Deterioration, Resident-Based Control, 
and Calls for Service on Urban Streetblocks,” Justice Quarterly 15, no. 1 (March 1998): 124-126. 
40 Brown, Perkins, and Brown, “Place Attachment in a Revitalizing Neighborhood: Individual and Block 
Levels of Analysis”; Ralph Taylor et al., “Street Blocks with More Nonresidential Land Use Have More 
Physical Deterioration,” Urban Affairs Review 31, no. 1 (September 1995): 121. 
41 Kurtz, Koons, and Taylor, “Land Use, Physical Deterioration, Resident-Based Control, and Calls for 
Service on Urban Streetblocks,” 130. 
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control.42  The informal control occurs largely at the block level, but often transverses an 
entire neighborhood that is mostly residential. Informal control on the neighborhood 
level is more likely to occur in older neighborhoods, such as Mechanicsville, Sweet 
Auburn and South Atlanta, where residents have lived for many years.43 Informal control 
is more likely in older neighborhoods because residents have more attachment to the 
area and are more likely to have relationships with neighbors. Blocks that are 
consistently residential have higher levels of resident based control, which is directly 
related to a decreased level of physical deterioration.44  
Often synonymous with a decrease in residency and also linked to a decline in 
resident-based control, increasing commercial rates have negative impacts on the 
physical environment. A neighborhood change to an increase in businesses impacts the 
area by inviting outsiders in the neighborhood. While the newcomer’s presence in the 
neighborhood might be warranted, “their sense of responsibility regarding street life is 
not as strong or dependable as a resident’s would be.”45  When a person feels less 
attachment to an area, like those who conduct business in an area but do not live there, 
they are less likely to care for it in ways such as making sure garbage is placed in a bin or 
not physically harming the landscape. While reversible disorder, such as litter, does not 
                                                 
42 Taylor et al., “Street Blocks with More Nonresidential Land Use Have More Physical Deterioration,” 124-
128. 
43 Brown, Perkins, and Brown, “Place Attachment in a Revitalizing Neighborhood: Individual and Block 
Levels of Analysis,” 130-131. 
44 Taylor et al., “Street Blocks with More Nonresidential Land Use Have More Physical Deterioration,” 130. 
45 Pamela Wilcox et al., “Busy Places and Broken Windows? Toward Defining the Role of Physical Structure 
and Process in Community Crime Models,” The Sociological Quarterly 45, no. 2 (2004): 185–207. 
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have major affects for historic preservation, it is the beginning of what can easily turn 
into more permanent deterioration both physically and socially for the neighborhoods. 
As a neighborhood appears disorderly, through litter or other factors, it impacts a 
person’s desire to live or visit the area, which can lead to abandonment.  When these 
small types of reversible damage occur, the perception of the neighborhood changes 
and irreversible damage, such as structures being abandoned and a lack of maintenance 
causing the roof to cave in, can increase.  
For every vacant or commercial building that disrupts a string of residences, 
there is an area that no resident feels accountable for, thus is not being controlled. As 
the number of commercially used buildings in the neighborhood increases it makes it 
“more difficult for residents to identify who has legitimate reasons for being there,” 
weakening the resident-based control. 46  Informal social control decreases more with 
increased commercial rates than it does with vacancy rates, as it invites strangers, who 
are conducting business, into the neighborhood.   In general, solely the increase in 
commercial land use has been connected with an increase in physical deterioration, as 
commercial buildings are used more often and by more people daily. 47 
In the historic preservation realm, the difference of residential versus 
commercial neighborhoods is more complex than is presented in these sociology 
                                                 
46 Kurtz, Koons, and Taylor, “Land Use, Physical Deterioration, Resident-Based Control, and Calls for 
Service on Urban Streetblocks,” 186. 
47 Wilcox et al., “Busy Places and Broken Windows? Toward Defining the Role of Physical Structure and 
Process in Community Crime Models,” 185-187.  
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studies. As described in the historic preservation ethics section of this chapter, 
preservationists value the integrity of historic neighborhoods and believe keeping 
integrity intact is essential for the success of historic areas.  The sociology factors 
detailed in this section describe some of the detriments that can occur in a 
neighborhood when building use changes, altering the social characteristics of a 
neighborhood.  For preservation the emphasis lies in maintaining the historic use of the 
building, be it residential or commercial. The sociology findings can help determine 
potential causes when a neighborhood changes from largely residential to commercial.  
However, if a neighborhood is historically commercial, then it is considered best practice 
by preservationists to keep it that way. 
Vacancy is another determinant in the quality of a neighborhoods physical 
environment. As no one is actively using the lot, vacant structures are less likely to be 
routinely maintained, leading to an overall level of decay due to neglect. The theory that 
vacant builds are in an accelerated rate of decay directly relates to what preservationists 
believe.  According to the Broken Windows Theory by George Kelling and James Wilson, 
these signs of neglect communicate to visitors and residents alike that derogatory 
behavior is present in the community.  The basis of the Broken Windows Theory is that 
when one window is broken it signifies that no one cares about the neighborhood, 
which lowers obligations of civility and leads to more broken windows and a general 
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increase of physical disorder.48  This perception of social disorder erodes the resident-
based control of the neighborhood and leads to a continuation of the physical decay, 
both from abandonment and intentional acts of disorder.49  
Vacancy rates can also be an indicator of the stability of a neighborhood. 
Unstable neighborhoods generally sport fluctuating vacancy rates, as people move in 
and out. Unstable neighborhoods can contribute towards negative impacts on the built 
environment. Population instability is directly related to an increase in burglary, which is 
harmful to the built environment.50   If structures are not physically torn apart during 
the act of burglary, the increased crime, as discussed later in the chapter, will create a 
lessened sense of pride in the neighborhood, decreasing resident-based control, and 
leading to physical disorder. The disrepair of vacant buildings, according the previously 
described Broken Windows Theory, could have a lasting effect on the neighborhood if 
no repairs were made upon the structures being occupied again.51 
Coinciding with the highly deteriorated state of vacant buildings is the 
deteriorated state of renter occupied buildings. Owners are more likely to occupy 
“dwellings of superior condition” as well as to “exert stronger maintenance efforts.”52  
                                                 
48 George Kelling and James Wilson, “Broken Windows,” The Atlantic, March 1982, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1982/03/broken-windows/304465/. 
49 Ibid.; Kurtz, Koons, and Taylor, “Land Use, Physical Deterioration, Resident-Based Control, and Calls for 
Service on Urban Streetblocks,” 130. 
50 Wilcox et al., “Busy Places and Broken Windows? Toward Defining the Role of Physical Structure and 
Process in Community Crime Models,” 201. 
51 Kelling and Wilson, “Broken Windows.” 
52 George Galster, “Empirical Evidence on Cross-Tenure Differences in Home Maintenance and 
Conditions,” Land Economics 59, no. 1 (February 1983): 108. 
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Owners have more investment in the condition of their house than those that view the 
dwelling as temporary; this is manifested in the maintenance of the building.  Due to 
decreased attachment and commitment, renters are more likely to move than 
homeowners, creating yet another level of physical deterioration.53 Moving furniture in 
and out of a building increases the wear and tear both on the interior and exterior of a 
structure, furniture and boxes are likely to scratch walls and floors or beak doorframes, 
while moving trucks and increased foot traffic can have a negative impact on the 
landscape of the lot. These physical degradations are often easily fixed, but in 
combination with the limited maintenance, by both renters and often landlords, are 
unlikely to be repaired. 
Crime 
In relation to many of the aspects that create physical deterioration in a 
neighborhood, use, vacancy, and owner occupation also impact crime.  Crime is 
referenced throughout the literature in three ways: actual crime, fear of crime, and 
perceived crime.  For the purpose of this paper, actual crime will be discussed apart 
from fear of and perceived crime, which will be discussed together.  Crime is an 
important factor to study when looking at impacts to a neighborhood through a 
preservation lens because it can impact the physical nature of the neighborhood both 
                                                 
53 Claudia Coulton, Brett Theodos, and Margery Turner, “Residential Mobility and Neighborhood Change: 
Real Neighborhoods Under the Microscope,” Cityscape 14, no. 3 (2012): 55–89. 
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directly through vandalism and acts of burglary, as well as indirectly through decreased 
resident-based control and neighborhood resident attachment.  
Lot use impacts crime in much the same way that it impacts physical 
deterioration, by a weakened resident-based control. Instead of physical 
incivilities/disorder, the social counterparts result in increased crime, fear of crime, and 
perception of crime. As mentioned in the physical deterioration section of this chapter, 
when there is a decrease in the number of residents in an area, the informal social 
control is weakened. The decrease in resident-based control leads to higher crime rates 
and an increased fear of crime and perceived crime.54 While connections between 
increased commercial rates and actual crime have been recorded, mostly in the form of 
burglary, the largest connection is between increased commercial rates and 
perceived/feared crime.55 The fear and perception of crime still have negative impacts 
on neighborhoods. As social disorder increases, resident’s attachment to their 
neighborhood often decreases. The perception of crime and social disorder, play a 
larger role in a weakened sentimental attachment than actual crime. With a lessened 
sentimental attachment, residents also showed signs of a lowered satisfaction with 
neighborhood quality due to a fear of crime and thus do less maintenance and move in 
                                                 
54 Perkins, Meeks, and Taylor, “The Physical Environment of Street Blocks and Resident Perceptions of 
Crime and Disorder: Implications for Theory and Measurement,” 25. 
55 Sampson and Raudenbush, “Systematic Social Observation of Public Spaces: A New Look at Disorder in 
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and out more.56 Closely tied with the attachments section of this chapter, there is a 
distinct connection between lot use, burglary rates, and increased fear/perception of 
crime in neighborhoods.  
Vacancy effects crime and perceived crime in a similar manner as to how it 
effects physical deterioration.  The deteriorated physical conditions that result from 
increased vacancy rates are likely to invite actual crime, while also giving residents the 
perception that crime is occurring in their neighborhood.  The physical and social 
disorder that accompany dilapidated vacant buildings increases crime. The increase in 
crime in turn furthers the decay of the built environment.57 This creates a continuous 
cycle of social and physical disorder in affected neighborhoods. The social implications 
of crime might at first seem irrelevant to the physical environment of a neighborhood, 
but strong correlations, as described above, tie the two together.  
The relationship between vacancy and crime works in both directions, as 
increased crime can also lead to vacancy. Higher crime rates are linked to a later 
increase in neighborhood instability. Studies have shown that there is often increase in 
vacancy approximately ten years after an increase in violent or property crime in a 
neighborhood.58 This higher rate of vacancy has a reaching affect, as it can impact the 
                                                 
56 Rachael Woldroff, “The Effects of Local Stressors on Neighborhood Attachment,” Social Forces 81, no. 1 
(September 2002): 87–116. 
57 Wilcox et al., “Busy Places and Broken Windows? Toward Defining the Role of Physical Structure and 
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58 John Hipp, “A Dynamic View of Neighborhoods: The Reciprocal Relationship between Crime and 
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vacancy rates in nearby areas too.59 Again, this creates a vicious cycle in which crime 
leads to vacancy, which leads to increased physical deterioration, which leads to more 
crime.  
As discussed in the physical deterioration section of this chapter, renters 
generally have a decreased investment in the maintenance of the property in which 
they reside. This decreased investment leads to a decrease in the maintenance of the 
structure and the property, which is interpreted by the community as physical disorder. 
Physical disorder is interpreted by both residents and non-residents as a lack of care for 
the neighborhood.60 The lack of care for the area and the decreased resident-based 
control leads to “potential offenders [being] emboldened, and criminals from adjoining 
areas [being] attracted to the locale.”61 Similarly, renters are less likely to have signs of 
personalization on their property, such as decorative address signs and accessories, 
which decrease the territorial functioning of both their own residence and the entire 
neighborhood, leading to increased criminal activity.62  Territorial functioning can 
include environmental features such as property maintenance, gardens, animals, 
personalized address or name signs, and yard decorations. These types of physical 
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markers portray a message to outsiders, essentially marking territory, that residents are 
invested in and have control over their neighborhoods.63 As the percentage of renters in 
a neighborhood increases, territorial functioning decreased and physical deterioration 
and crime the area will also increase.  
Attachment 
Neighborhood attachment and confidence are additional social impacts that 
have a strong correlation with the built environment in planning literature and theory 
and are impacted by the factors in this study. Neighborhood attachment is studied in a 
variety of ways, in planning literature, psychology, and the built environment. For the 
purpose of this thesis, neighborhood attachment is defined as “a system of positive 
bonds between an individual, a group, or a neighborhood population and the area in 
which they reside.”64 Neighborhood confidence is defined as “perceptions of 
neighborhood improvement.”65 For the purpose of this study, attachment and 
confidence are discussed on a block/neighborhood level, not on a household level. 
Neighborhood attachment can have many impacts on both the physical and social status 
of a neighborhood.  
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The connection between attachment and confidence in a neighborhood and the 
residential versus commercial structure of the area are tied to the physical and social 
disorders described previously. However, in the case of attachment, the correlation is 
based heavily on the resident’s perception of disorder, not the reality of it. Residents 
who “perceive higher levels of physical and social disorder in the neighborhood are less 
sentimentally attached.”66 The same is true for satisfaction of neighborhood quality; 
when disorder is present or perceived, satisfaction decreases.67  
Vacancy rates appear to have a less direct impact on neighborhood attachment, 
but like all of the impacts discussed, it does create variation. When neighborhoods 
change quickly, both physically and structurally, attachment is disrupted.68  Vacancy 
rates are often one of the first signs of change in a neighborhood, which could be why 
the changes were occurring. 69 Vacancy, as discussed previously, can have negative 
effects on disorder, which negatively impacts attachment. Increased vacancy rates are 
often an indicator that residents are not attached to an area.  Vacancy is both a 
symptom and a cause of both disorder and attachment. As people move in and out of 
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the neighborhood, frequently leaving lots vacant, residents don’t have as much tie to 
the area.70   
The percentage of owner-occupied lots in a neighborhood or block has a strong 
correlation to the level of attachment and confidence residents have toward the area. 
Homeowners have more overall attachment to their neighborhoods than renters and 
are more likely to “stay longer and invest money in housing, know more neighbors, 
participate in more community groups, and are less likely to leave…neighborhoods.”71   
Owners showcase these attributes because they are more invested in their property, 
which corresponds with increased attachment. This leads renters, especially those with 
poor housing conditions, with a decreased place attachment.72 Thus, renters in areas 
with high levels of disorder will have less incentive to remain in one place long term.  
This in itself can cause disruptions, such as instability, in neighborhoods. Instability in 
neighborhoods can lead to increased burglary and decreased territorial functioning.73 
The number of owner versus renter occupied lots impacts many factors which relate to 
attachment levels in neighborhoods.  
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Studying attachment and satisfaction in neighborhoods is an important piece of 
looking at the built environment. Those who feel invested in the community are less 
likely to move, which would cause neighborhood instability, and more likely to take care 
of the buildings, parks, and neighborhoods in general that they interact with every 
day.74 These factors have a continuous effect with factors mentioned earlier in the 
section as attachment decreases, residents do not partake in neighborhood upkeep, 
territorial functioning and resident-based control, which increases both crime and 
physical deterioration.75  When neighborhoods are taken care of, especially by those 
that value and reside in them, they will have higher amounts of resident-based control 
and lower amounts of disorder and crime.   
When residents feel invested in their community and have relationships with the 
people they live near and work with it is called social capital. Social capital is described 
as “the resources available in and through personal and business networks” and can 
include “information, ideas, leads, business opportunities, financial capital, power and 
influence, emotional support, even goodwill, trust, and cooperation.” 76 When 
attachment to a neighborhood is high, it is likely that the social capital is also high, 
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which enables people to “create value.”77  Social capital is one of the intangible 
resources that preservation aims to keep intact because it contributes to the integrity 
and feeling of a neighborhood.  
There is a strong relationship between a resident’s attachment and the 
preservation of the community.  Preservation helps to create a sense of place and in 
return people who feel connected to their community are more likely to start or aid in 
preservation efforts.  Preservation has been linked to retaining a “sense of social 
identity, community, and connectedness to place.”78 The physical structures in a 
community play an important role in a resident’s sense of community, which in turn 
determines how much the resident will give back to the community.79  As neighborhood 
attachment decreased with the original construction of the Connector, the amount of 
investment in the physical upkeep of the neighborhoods likely dwindled in Sweet 
Auburn and Mechanicsville. As well, the physical deterioration that occurred from the 
creation of the Connector would have led to decreased community involvement, which 
would have continued to impact the maintenance efforts of the community. 
As evidenced through the sociology studies described in this section there is 
often a connection between the data collected in this study and larger changes that 
might occur in a neighborhood.  Understanding these sociology factors that contribute 
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to physical deterioration and loss of integrity in a neighborhood opens the dialogue for 
preservationists and planners to consider these social changes and how to mitigate any 
negative changes that result.  
Literature Review  
This literature review assesses the current scholarly research relevant to the 
creation of the interstate system and its impacts on surrounding neighborhoods, with an 
emphasis on the literature specifically regarding Atlanta.  While the history of the 
interstate system in the United States has been extensively covered, there is a lack of 
analysis of impacts to the built environment, be it physically to structures themselves or 
economically to the success or decline of the neighborhood. While studies regarding the 
social impacts of the interstate system have been conducted for similar roadway 
infrastructure projects, they focus primarily on gender, race, and age.  This thesis aims 
to look primarily at building use and occupancy, to analyze impacts pertaining to 
neighborhood safety, attachment, and deterioration. While there is a great amount of 
overlap between many of the topics that cover roadway infrastructure and vehicle 
history, this literature review is divided into two main theories: literature focusing on 
planning aspects and literature pertaining to the social aspects.  
The impact of the interstate system was mainly introduced into the literary 
world in the 1960’s, when an expressway was to be built in lower Manhattan.80 In 1961, 
                                                 
80 Previous to the 1960’s, Lewis Mumford wrote a series of papers, combined in his book The Urban 
Prospect (Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968). Mumford advocated for planned communities which would 
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Jane Jacobs wrote The Death and Life of Great American Cities through which she 
critiqued the city planning ideologies of the time, using her firsthand knowledge about 
how large cities operate. The book, divided into four parts, discusses how cities work 
largely in regard to neighborhood planning, land use, and accommodating for the motor 
vehicle.  Much of what Jacobs suggests, is in direct contrast to the theories 
implemented at the time.81  Jacobs was the first to suggest alternate ways to plan a city 
and neighborhood, starting a decades long discourse on the many ways planning can 
affect an area.  Since Jacobs first introduced the topic, much has been written about the 
interstate system and roadways through planning perspective.82  
Tom Lewis wrote one of the more comprehensive histories of the roadway 
system in the United States in 2004.  In Divided Highways, Lewis gives a comprehensive 
history of the roadway system in America, as well as discussing some of the impacts and 
many of the implications that were created along with it. Lewis, in a rather wordy 
narrative, discusses the winners (white males who designed the interstate and their 
families) and the losers (minorities who were displaced) of the highway system. The 
work also addresses the physical and social implications of the highway system, namely 
                                                 
maintain the countryside, arguing against urban sprawl. Another of his works that discusses the impact of 
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white flight, the movement of wealthy white families to the suburbs in the mid-
twentieth century and the subsequent separations of race and class.  Lewis addresses 
the implications by looking at specific examples throughout the country until the end of 
the twentieth century. This work is comprehensive in its history of the road system in 
the United States beginning in the 1920 and ending the 1990s and discusses nationwide 
policy that pertains to transportation.83   
With many publications such as Lewis’ discussing nationwide interstate system 
and vehicle histories, it is not surprise that there are a number of publications 
specifically regarding Atlanta, a city that has been fraught with traffic problems since its 
creation.  Howard Preston, in his book Automobile Age Atlanta: The Making of a 
Southern Metropolis, focuses on the introduction of motor vehicles into the city 
between 1900 and 1935. The comprehensive work discusses not only the introduction 
of automobiles but the implications they had for other modes of transportation, 
including railroads and streetcars. Preston discusses land use changes, briefly examines 
social changes, and highlights the beginning of what will later become catastrophic 
traffic problems for the city. The book does a successful job at documenting the 
introduction of the motor vehicle into the city, connecting it with local and national 
events of the time, and discussing some of the implications that were caused by the 
introduction. This work is also an introduction to city planning in Atlanta and how it 
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shaped transportation decisions throughout the first few decades of the twentieth 
century. Preston is one of many authors to tackle the influence of the downtown 
Atlanta business elite on policy creation of the 1900s, however the books true focus is 
describing the ways in which the automobile aided in making the city a regional 
capitol.84  
Taking over almost where Preston left off, Frederick Allen gives a history of 
Atlanta between 1946 and 1996 in his work Atlanta Rising: The Invention of an 
International City.  While this book discusses much more than just transportation issues, 
it does detail much of the introduction of aviation in the city, as well as the creation and 
implementation of the Lochner Plan, citing transportation as Atlanta’s “lifeblood.”85 The 
book covers a comprehensive history of the city during the specified time, including the 
impact of the 1996 Summer Olympics.  A main focus of the work is the role that politics 
played in shaping Atlanta and the many transportation and city planning tactics that 
were pursued in the city in the mid-twentieth century. Allen, in much greater detail than 
Preston, discusses the policy and planning behind the decisions that created an 
international city and the elite businessmen and political leaders who were making 
them. Atlanta Rising gives an overall history of the city during the middle of the 
twentieth century, of which transportation plays a large role.86  
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A more recent overview of transportation in Atlanta is Miriam Konrad’s 
Transporting Atlanta: The Mode of Mobility under Construction.  Konrad discusses the 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), the (Georgia Regional 
Transportation Authority) GRTA and the Beltline (a railway around the city of Atlanta 
being transformed into a multi-use path) in connection with the urban power structure 
of Atlanta.87 Transporting Atlanta also studies the aims of MARTA and GRTA and 
whether they were successful, as well as what the Beltline could mean for the city. The 
source goes one step farther than discussing how planning and transportation policy 
decisions are made by studying the groups of people who fight for or against these 
policies. Konrad determines that there are three large groups of advocates for 
transportation decisions in Atlanta: car centered growth advocates, environmental 
advocates, and social justice advocates. The research covers many planning initiatives 
and task forces for creating transportation change in Atlanta. While it is focused on city 
planning, the analysis also comes with a history of recent transportation policy in 
Atlanta.88 Combined, Transporting Atlanta, Automobile Age Atlanta, and Atlanta Rising 
cover transportation history and planning for the city throughout the twentieth century.  
One of the more recent publications that discusses planning in the city is Atlanta 
Unbound by Carlton Wade Basmajian. This work looks at regional planning in 
                                                 
87 “Atlanta BeltLine Overview // Atlanta BeltLine,” accessed March 19, 2017, 
http://beltline.org/about/the-atlanta-beltline-project/atlanta-beltline-overview/. 
88 Miriam Konrad, Transporting Atlanta (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2009) 1-139. 
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metropolitan Atlanta, how it was started, structured, and executed. Basmajian focuses 
on decentralization, or sprawl, testing the theory if it was planned or unplanned. The 
book focuses on the evolution of metropolitan Atlanta from 1968 to 2002, and gives a 
good history of the Atlanta Regional Commission, including their decisions and 
implementation methods. Basmajian concludes that urban sprawl in the Atlanta 
metropolitan region was coordinated through the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) 
with support from the State of Georgia, reflecting political circumstances in the region. 
This work strays slightly from existing literature to suggest sprawl was not entirely an 
unintended consequence but was shaped through government entities and supported 
by policy influencers. Basmajian also discusses the power of wealthy white business 
elites in Atlanta and how the creation of the ARC marked an end to their influence. 89  
As discussed in Atlanta Unbound, one of the better-known negative impacts of 
the creation of the Interstate Highway System in the mid-twentieth century is the 
concept of sprawl, which Robert Bullard and Glenn S Jackson tackle in their book Sprawl 
City: Race, Politics, and Planning in Atlanta. The authors note frequently that sprawl is 
not a new concept but emphasize the importance of addressing the topic quickly before 
the negative impacts compound and continue to worsen.  The book discusses eleven 
consequences of sprawl: urban infrastructure decline, core city abandonment, uneven 
development, racial polarization, social isolation, public education disparities, car 
                                                 
89 Carlton Basmajian, Atlanta Unbound (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2013) 1-186.  
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dependency, air pollution, public health and safety risks, threat to farmland and wildlife 
habitat, and diminished quality of life. After discussing the negative aspects of sprawl, 
the authors propose solutions for both the impacts created and being created by sprawl 
and sprawl itself, including: social equity, housing and community development, 
environmental reform, and transportation and land-use planning. The work is well 
thought-out, informative, and comprehensive in analyzing impacts and suggesting a 
myriad of solutions to sprawl in Atlanta, however there is little discussion of the role 
preservation could play in the planning aspects and recommendations.90  
As a regional capitol, Atlanta has often been comparatively studied along with 
other large metropolitan cities in the country. In 1981, the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation created the Critical Issues Fund (CIF) to aid preservationists to play a larger 
role in the planning processes that work with historic structures and districts. The CIF 
program was extended to Atlanta, as well as nine other cities. Ten years later the 
National Trust published a book, America’s Downtowns: Growth, Politics, and 
Preservation, that reports the efforts of the CIF program throughout the ten cities and 
how each integrated preservation values into planning policies. In Atlanta, the program 
helped mediate a long-standing issue between city officials/developers and 
preservationists through a negotiation process that resulted with a new historic 
preservation ordinance for the city. For all of the cities reviewed the National Trust 
                                                 
90 Robert Bullard, Glenn Johnson, and Angel Torres, eds., Sprawl City: Race, Politcs, and Planning in 
Atlanta (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2000) 20-88. 
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reported on downtown planning and historic preservation, new generation of 
downtown planning initiatives, plan development and implementation, coalition 
building, collaborative planning and negotiation, and looking to the future. In the case of 
Atlanta, the report does not include a future section, as the newly created policy had 
not been in effect long enough to determine results at the time of publication. The book 
is helpful in providing an understanding of the preservation movement and the ways in 
which it related to city planning in a number of major cities throughout the United 
States at the end of the twentieth century.91  
Another working comparing America’s changing downtowns is Larry Fords 2003 
America’s New Downtowns: Revitalization or Reinvention? Ford, similar to the National 
Trust but taking an individualized twist, surveys 16 growing cities, ranking them both 
objectively and subjectively on ten variables: physical site, street morphology, civic 
space, office and skyline, retail and anchors, hotels and convention facilities, major 
attractions, historic districts and support zones, residential activity and variety, and 
transit options. Each city was given a score between 1 (the worst) and 10 (the best) for 
each variable then allocated a letter grade (A, B, C, or D) based on their score.  A 
number of trends appeared throughout the authors study, such as a movement toward 
linear downtowns, the identification of separate districts within downtowns, the use of 
physical amenities serving as city anchors, an increase in the footprint of buildings in the 
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city core, increasing competition between private and civic spaces, and a diminished 
concern about traditional urban problems. This work was successful in looking toward 
future trends for the American city by looking at current changes occurring throughout 
the country.92  
One of the most recent works regarding planning in Atlanta which also looks to 
the future is Past Trends and Future Prospects of the American City: The Dynamics of 
Atlanta, a collection of papers from a conference on “The City of Atlanta: Recent Trends 
and Future Prospects” exploring changes of the city over the past quarter century. The 
work is split into six parts: introduction and overview of trends, the economy, air and 
transportation, workers, race and ethnicity, and gentrification and revitalization. The 
book aims, and succeeds, in creating an overview of how Atlanta has changed in the 
recent past and looks toward to the future by projecting trends. As the work is a 
collection of papers, it gives professional insight into many topics facing the city. Some 
papers offer suggestions of where the city is headed in their field, while others propose 
solutions for current and future problems.93  
Although planning does still play a role in these works, the second part of this 
literature review focuses on social impacts of city policy or infrastructure changes. As 
with the literature regarding planning, many have used Atlanta as a case study. This 
section focuses on these Atlanta based studies. Much like work focused on planning, 
                                                 
92 Larry Ford, America’s New Downtowns (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2003) 22-278. 
93 Sjoquist, Past Trends and Future Prospects of the American City: The Dynamics of Atlanta, 107-162. 
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social literature regarding the urban environment and infrastructure also starts with 
Jane Jacobs. While Jacobs is highly regarded in the planning and preservation realm, it is 
through her observations of social changes in her own New York City neighborhood that 
fuels much of her early work. Through her previously discussed work, The Death and Life 
of Great American Cities, Jacobs advocates for mixed-use neighborhoods, claiming that 
more “eyes upon the street” results in safer, happier neighborhoods through informal 
social control.94  Jacobs’ argues that having people on the streets continuously creates 
for more informal control, which many have interpreted as having both residential and 
commercial use intermixed on a street. Since the 1960’s, the idea of informal social 
control through neighborhood residents has been widely explored and connected to 
changing neighborhood environments.  
While Jacobs’ work is regarded highly, more recent studies have found that 
today mixed residential and commercial neighborhoods have lower informal social 
control, as businesses bring outsiders to the neighborhood, weakening the residents’ 
knowledge of who should and should not be in the area. The relationship between 
physical deterioration, attachment, crime, and informal social control was studied 
extensively in the 1980s and early 1990s. 95 Since Jacobs, the relationship between an 
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individual and their environment has been explored through sociology. These factors 
are rarely discussed in preservation or planning literature, as demographics dominate 
the themes in these studies.  
In the last twenty years, research has been conducted on the culture that is 
often lost after the introduction of an interstate in a neighborhood. Research has taken 
place in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Charleston, South 
Carolina on the social aspects associated with the construction of interstates through 
historic neighborhoods, largely focusing on the African American population. The most 
comprehensive of these is Michael E. Crutcher’s book, Tremé: Race and Place in a New 
Orleans Neighborhood, in which he discusses the impacts of Interstate 10 on the culture 
and feeling of the neighborhood. Crutcher discusses the longstanding history of the 
isolation of the Tremé neighborhood, which interstate construction played a role in but 
which began with fortified walls.96  The work touches on the impacts of the interstate, 
using it as support for a larger review of spatial importance, but focuses mainly on 
gentrification and the importance of place. 
In Ronald Bayor’s book, Race and the Shaping of Twentieth Century Atlanta, he 
discusses the urban renewal projects of the mid twentieth century (including the 
construction of expressways) as tactics used to separate races in the growing city.  
                                                 
The Free Press, 1990) gives one of the most comprehensive overviews of the connection between crime 
and physical disorder.  
96 Crutcher, Michale E. Tremé: Race and Place in a New Orleans Neighborhood. Athens, Georgia: 
University of Georgia Press, 2010. 
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Bayor, like many others, discusses the social impacts, such as displacement and 
isolation, felt by neighborhoods in Atlanta with the growing urbanism and city planning 
through the twentieth century. The impact of interstate construction plays a role in 
Bayor’s argument but is used in conjunction with many other factors. No doubt is left 
that the creation of interstates in Atlanta greatly impacted residents, however little 
literature points to data driven evidence that great economic and physical change 
occurred.97  
Another work specifically relating to race is Larry Keating’s Atlanta: Race, Class, 
and Urban Expansion. Keating discusses the issues of race and class in Atlanta in relation 
to the economy, the housing market, and the governing elite. The work also discusses 
redevelopment, the creation of MARTA, and impacts from the 1996 Summer Olympics. 
While work largely discusses economic growth of the city and extensively covers the 
regime politics that characterized Atlanta’s policy making through the twentieth 
century. Race and class are discussed along with these topics, but the book mostly 
covers what about Atlanta caused racial and class discrimination and segregation, 
namely wealthy white business leaders and their influence in development politics in 
Atlanta.  
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In LeeAnn Lands’ The Culture of Property: Race, Class, and Housing Landscapes in 
Atlanta, 1880-1950, she describes a city that in its origins was unconcerned with 
residential segregation, neighborhood aesthetics, and property control and how it 
transforms a city marked by poverty, racial, and class exclusion.  The study looks at the 
ideologies of residential property and space, looking at how and why they changed, 
specifically how and why they became public policy. The work focuses on the single-
family home and its designation a site of privilege, the evolution of the park 
neighborhood, and how home-ownership became a status marker after World War I. 
While largely separate from the works directly related to impacts from infrastructure, 
this book is a helpful narrative of the Atlanta’s housing landscape and its relationship 
with race and class over time.  
In The Separate City: Black Communities in the Urban South, 1940 – 1968, 
Christopher Silver and John V. Moser discuss the creation of essentially “separate cities” 
within major metropolitan cities in the south. This book, like many of the others in this 
review, discusses the elite business owners in Atlanta, listing them as major political 
influencers during the twentieth century. Unlike some of the other literature, The 
Separate City discusses the role of the African-American middle-class that worked with 
the business elite to meet their goals. This book studies policies and practices of three 
southern cities: Memphis, Tennessee; Richmond, Virginia; and Atlanta, Georgia. Across 
all three of the cities a pattern did emerge among the settlement of African-Americans 
which reveal self-contained and racially identifiable communities, separated from the 
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white cities. The authors conclude that the creation of the separate city was not that of 
demographics but neighborhood development and urban renewal.98  
Literature regarding changing urban environments often looks at planning and 
social aspects, both separately and in tandem. This review is a summary of the major 
works currently in publication that discuss these topics as they relate to Atlanta. As 
evidenced by this literature review, many social studies have been conduction on 
changing demographics in Atlanta due to policy and urban planning, but little is in 
regard to preservation.  
 
                                                 








This methodology aims to explain the research methods used to answer this 
thesis’ key question: How did the creation and reconstruction of the I-75/85 Connector 
impact historic neighborhoods in Atlanta, Georgia and how enduring were the changes?  
This thesis looks at three data sets (building use, vacancy, and owner occupancy) for 
three historic neighborhoods (Mechanicsville, Sweet Auburn, and South Atlanta) in 
Atlanta to determine impacts.  Data was gathered before during and after the two 
building campaigns of original construction and expansion of the Connector. The data 
was then analyzed regarding physical deterioration, crime, and residents’ attachment to 
the neighborhoods, as well as the impacts regarding placement of the connector, 
National Register protection, neighborhood use, and federal government protection. 





Three neighborhoods in Atlanta, Georgia were chosen to compare the impacts of 
the creation and reconstruction of the Connector: Sweet Auburn, Mechanicsville, and 
South Atlanta. These neighborhoods were chosen for their similar history and 
demographics, as well as for their differences, which include placement of the 
Connector, difference in neighborhood use, and federal legislation protection that might 
allow for further research.  It is important for the selected areas to have similar history 
and demographics as these are not being studied in the research but could impact the 
Figure 3: Map of Atlanta with selected neighborhoods highlighted. Sweet Auburn in green, 
Mechanicsville in yellow, and South Atlanta in blue. Map courtesy of the City of Atlanta Planning 
Department. 
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findings. Neighborhoods with discrepancies between race and wealth often respond 
differently to physical and social changes.99  
Both Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville were chosen for their proximity to the 
Interstate 75/85 Connector.  Sweet Auburn was also selected because the neighborhood 
was designated as a National Register of Historic Places Historic District in 1976, had a 
large number of businesses, and was severed by the creation of the Connector.100 Due 
to its National Register designation, the Sweet Auburn Historic District would have 
slightly more protection for the built environment, especially from government funded 
projects such as the highway system. Looking at both a designated historic district and a 
non-designated neighborhood allows for an analysis on if the protection from National 
Register status shows in the change of building use and vacancy rates. Looking at a 
neighborhood with both a large number of commercially used lots against a 
neighborhood with a large number of residential lots allows the study to determine how 
this difference might affect the changes occurring. Each neighborhood was impacted by 
the Connector in a different way, or not at all. The Connector cut Sweet Auburn 
essentially in half, severing the neighborhood into two pieces. Looking at the different 
ways the Connector physically altered the neighborhoods shows if placement of the 
infrastructure impacts the level of change experienced in the area. 
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100 “Sweet Auburn Historic District--Atlanta: A National Register of Historic Places Travel Itinerary,” 
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In contrast to Sweet Auburn, Mechanicsville is mostly residential, is not a 
designated historic district, and was only physically altered by the Connector on the 
edge of the neighborhood. The difference in largely residential versus commercial area 
allows for comparison to see if the connector impacted commercial versus residential 
areas differently. Because Mechanicsville is not a registered historic district, the 
neighborhood did not have any type of government protection during the 
reconstruction.  The National Register designation is only a factor of difference for the 
second phase of construction on the interstate, since neither had designation at the 
time of original construction. Comparing the level of change between Sweet Auburn and 
Mechanicsville will also show the difference between creating an interstate in the 
middle versus on the edge of a neighborhood.  
 South Atlanta was selected to act as a control group for the neighborhoods impacted by 
the Connector because it is separated from all interstates that run through Atlanta. One 
of the main thoroughfares in South Atlanta, Jonesboro Road, was designated as an 
artillery street in the Lochner Plan. This designation resulted in only minor 
improvements to the already existing roadway, which would not have had lasting 
impacts such as the creation of an interstate through or beside the neighborhood. South 
Atlanta’s distance from any interstate allows for any changes recorded in Sweet Auburn 
and Mechanicsville to be compared to South Atlanta and if different assumed to be the 
cause of the construction or reconstruction of the Connector.  The assumption in the 
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selection of these three neighborhoods is that the areas closest to the interstate/major 
roadway would feel the most direct impact.  
Similarities and Differences in Selected Neighborhoods  
Throughout the studied time periods each of these neighborhoods had a largely 
African American population.  Mechanicsville, once both home to Caucasians and 
African Americans, became largely African American in the 1930s and 1940s when 
wealthy Jewish families from the neighborhood moved to the north and east.101  Sweet 
Auburn has been largely African American since the formation of the community. At the 
turn of the twentieth century nearly 94 percent of residents in the neighborhood were 
African American.102 South Atlanta’s largely African American population is tied to the 
opening of Clark University, a primarily African American university. Even after the 
university left the neighborhood, the area retained its demographics.103 
All three neighborhoods have undergone similar transformations through time, 
beginning as successful commercial and residential areas, losing commercial success, 
and finally with recent revitalization efforts. As wealthier residents were moving out of 
Mechanicsville in the 1930s and 1940s, the commercial area shrank, but was not 
eradicated.104 The decrease in commercial activity in Mechanicsville led to the 
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neighborhood being largely residential during the two study periods of this thesis. 
Mechanicsville was a part of the failed Washington-Rawson Urban Renewal Program in 
the 1950s, underwent community redevelopment before the 1966 Summer Olympics, 
and in 1998 the neighborhood was approved for almost $6 million in revitalization 
efforts.105  
Sweet Auburn, centered around the Auburn Avenue commercial district, 
originally was home to a variety of businesses. In the 1930’s, as Atlanta’s West Side 
neighborhood became increasingly popular, Sweet Auburn lost a large number of 
businesses and went into decline. In 1976, the Sweet Auburn Historic District was 
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places, but the community continued to 
decline until 1990 when the Auburn Area Action Plan was enacted.106 In 1994 when the 
Historic District Development Corporation was created to aid the community, Sweet 
Auburn saw even further increases in the health of the neighborhood.107   
South Atlanta experienced its first era of economic success in 1883 when Clark 
University and Gammon Theological Seminary both opened in the neighborhood. The 
two institutions kept the area thriving until 1941, when they both left the 
neighborhood, sending the area into a state of decline. The neighborhood was plagued 
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with crime and deterioration for a number of years. Recently, South Atlanta has seen 
investment into its housing stock, and the neighborhood is again on the rise.108     
Sample Area 
A section of each neighborhood will be studied to act as a representation of the 
whole because the entire neighborhoods are too large in size to thoroughly analyze in 
this thesis. The sections surveyed for each neighborhood vary slightly in size. The data 
collected for Sweet Auburn is approximately six blocks, extending four blocks to the 
west of the interstate. The area west of the interstate was chosen to ensure that all data 
collected fell within the designated Historic District. There are approximately thirty-five 
blocks in entire Sweet Auburn neighborhood, thus the area surveyed comprised of 
approximately 16 percent of the neighborhood, but covers the entire Historic District. 
The area surveyed for Sweet Auburn is west of the I-75/85 Connector, south of John 
Wesley Dobbs Avenue NE, east of Courtland Street NE, and North of Edgewood Avenue 
SE. 
                                                 




The data collected on Mechanicsville covers roughly a sixteen block area. Like 
Sweet Auburn, this area is within four blocks west of the Connector. There are 
approximately 86 blocks in the Mechanicsville neighborhood, of which approximately 18 
percent was surveyed. The data sets from both Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn lies 
four blocks to the west of the Connector but does not transverse the interstate.  The 
section for Mechanicsville runs south of Fulton Street SW, east of Windsor Street SW, 
north of Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard SW and west of the I-75/85 Connector. 
Figure 4: Map outlining the Sweet Auburn neighborhood with the study area highlighted green. Map 
Courtesy of the City of Atlanta Planning Department.  
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South Atlanta includes data collected for approximately seven blocks in relation 
to Jonesboro Road. The lots were chosen approximately three blocks to the west of 
Lakewood Avenue instead. South Atlanta is comprised of approximately 47 blocks, 
meaning approximately 15 percent of the area was surveyed. The control group, South 
Atlanta, includes the area west of the Lakewood Avenue SE, south of Brown Avenue SE 
and Miller Reed Avenue SE, East of Lansing Street SE, and north of Dorothy Street SE. 
The areas were chosen to be on one side of the interstate (or main thoroughfare) in 
order to allow for the entire study area to be in the Sweet Auburn Historic District and 
within the Mechanicsville neighborhood.  
Figure 5: Map of Mechanicsville outlined with the study area highlighted in yellow. Map Courtesy of the 
City of Atlanta Planning Department.  
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The survey areas were chosen for their associated distance to the connector (or 
the main thoroughfare for South Atlanta), not the number of lots in the blocks. A 
minimum of 15 percent of each neighborhood was studied. As this study does not 
survey respondents the margin of error is lower and confidence levels higher, thus the 
minimum of 15 percent of each neighborhood would be an adequate indicator of 
change. Another reason for setting the sample areas this way is that the number of lots 
within a given block is likely to change over time. Because the data collected is largely 
based on lots, not individual structures, the findings of this study are presented as 
percentages of the data.  
 
 
Figure 6: Map outlining South Atlanta neighborhood and highlighting the study area. Map courtesy of 
the City of Atlanta Planning Department.  
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Time Period  
 
Figure 7: Timeline of roadwork on the Interstate 75/85 Connector. Graphic created by author. 
 
For the purpose of this thesis, data was collected for two time periods (the 
construction, which occurred in the 1960s, and the reconstruction in the 1980s) and 
interpreted in four time periods (the periods in which roadwork was occurring, 
represented in blue and yellow, and the period including years before and after the 
roadwork, represented in red and green).  The original construction of the Connector 
was started in 1948 and finished in 1964, data was collected for all the years of 
construction as well as the one year before and the two years after the construction, 
covering the years between 1947 and 1966.  No city directory was available for the year 
1946, so no data was available for that year.  
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The reconstruction and widening of the Connector began in 1984 and was 
completed in 1988, so analysis covers the years from 1982-1990.109 All the years of work 
as well as the two years preceding and following the work will be analyzed, except for 
those years in which directories were not published, including 1946, 1954, 1960, and 
1964. Collecting and analyzing data on the years preceding the construction and 
reconstruction will allow for an understanding of the neighborhood dynamics and 
statistics before the work began. Interpreting the years after construction and 
reconstruction allows for the data to show changes that may occur immediately after 
the interstate is finished but not during construction and changes that will likely 
continue to impact the neighborhood. For the analysis of the data, the time periods are 
discussed in four ways: the initial construction with years preceding and following 
roadwork (1947 to 1966), only the years of roadwork for the initial construction (1948 to 
1964), the reconstruction with years preceding and following roadwork (1982 to 1990), 
and only the years of roadwork for the reconstruction (1984 to 1988). Interpreting the 
data in these four time periods allows for the analysis to show change that occurred 
over time, as well as temporary change that occurred solely during the years when 
roadwork was underway. Studying the reconstruction of the Connector also allows for 
analysis of the protection of cultural resource legislation.  
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Data Sets 
 In order to analyze impacts of the Connector on historic neighborhoods, data 
was collected regarding the physical use of lots in the neighborhoods during the 
construction and reconstruction. This thesis will focus on three main sets of data: 
building use, occupancy rates, and owner versus renter occupied lots. There are a 
number of other factors that are not present in this study including vibrations from 
construction work, increased pollution, the physical demolition of structures due to the 
new roadway, and property values of the neighborhood. The three studied data sets 
were chosen because they show change over time in regards to how buildings were 
used, which can impact the historic integrity as well as indicate positive or negative 
change in neighborhoods.  
 The first element to examine the impact of the Connector was to track building 
use over time. As indicated in Chapter 1, building use can indicate the level of 
attachment to the neighborhood, crime, and physical deterioration. Areas with higher 
residential rates are known to have higher levels of attachment, less crime, and less 
physical deterioration.110  To analyze building use, five categories of occupancy type 
were used: residential, commercial, government, religious, and mixed-use. Residential 
use includes both renters and owners. As this thesis focuses on lot use, multi-family 
dwellings are recorded as one residential unit. Commercial use is defined as any type of 
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business. Office buildings and structures containing more than one business are 
recorded as one commercial unit. Religious uses include all churches, chapels, and their 
annexes and educational buildings that may be listed separately but was owned by a 
religious institution. Government use includes city offices, schools, and public service 
buildings such as fire stations. Each lot was given only one designation. If two uses were 
listed for one lot, it was recorded as mixed-use, this included commercial and residential 
lots. Mixed-use lots could include residential and commercial activities occurring in one 
building, or two separate buildings on the same lot. The different uses of a 
neighborhood can be an indicator of the health of a neighborhood. Self-sufficient 
neighborhoods, those that have a variety of uses where a resident can do and get 
everything they need, are thought of as being healthy.  Little to no change was seen in 
the number of government, religious, or mixed-use buildings, so the analysis for this 
study focuses on residential versus commercial use.  
 The second factor analyzed for this study was occupancy rates.  Looking at the 
number of vacant lots in a neighborhood has also been proven to be a determinant of 
physical deterioration, crime, and attachment.111. To analyze occupancy rates, the 
number of vacant lots within the representative sections of each neighborhood was 
recorded. The vacancy rates were taken for the construction and reconstruction of the 
Connector and compared chronologically. To continue with the theme of studying lot 
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use, a parcel was recorded as vacant only if all buildings on the lot have no occupants. If 
a mixed-used or multi-family lot has one occupant and one vacancy it was recorded as 
occupied. Recording occupancy in this way keeps consistency with looking at parcels of 
land instead of specific buildings.   
 The third set of data collected was the number of owner occupied lots in the 
representative sections of the three neighborhoods. Neighborhoods with high renter 
occupancy correlates to increased deterioration, increased crime, and decreased 
attachment.112  This data set was only collected for the initial construction of the 
Connector because the data was not recorded and published for the reconstruction 
time period. A parcel was recorded as owner-occupied if the owner was living on the lot, 
even if others were also recorded living there. The data was recorded in this way to 
keep with the trend of recording based on parcels, not individual buildings. 
City directories were used to gather the data.  Starting in 1870, Atlanta City 
Directories were published annually. For some, seemingly random, years no directory 
was published, or the directory no longer exists at public research institutions. Largely, 
city directories list information by name of resident or name of business. Starting in 
1877, a cross-reference was included which listed information by street and building 
number. For this thesis, the cross-reference directories were used. For the streets 
included in the sample area the street number, name of the resident/business residing 
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on the lot, the use of the lot, and for the initial construction of the Connector if the lot 
was owner occupied.  Information in the city directories includes residents/businesses 
name, occupation, address, and in later years’ their telephone number. City directories 
are largely regarded as accurate, although some discrepancies can occur as these 
information is reported from others. After the data was collected for all the years in the 
time periods and for each neighborhood, I calculated percentages of each data set.  
An original goal of this thesis was also to chart property price throughout the 
creation and widening of the Connector. Due to the inconsistent record keeping of the 
city and county tax digests, information regarding property price of each parcel was not 
analyzed. Typically, the City of Atlanta and Fulton County parcels were not updated each 
year with a new valuation for tax purposes. Without accurate information on prices over 
time it is not possible to gauge change. An alternative way to gather information on 
property price would be to trace the property through recorded deeds to determine 
who owned the lot during the years being studied. However, for the City of Atlanta, 
records are kept solely by the name of the owner of the property. Because the deed 
records do not consistently indicate previous transfers of the land this was not a viable 
way to collect information on property price over time. Therefore, limiting the scope of 
this piece of the analysis to only owner-occupied parcels, which would not give a true 
indication of changes throughout the neighborhood.  
Government documents, namely those produced by the Department of 
Transportation and the City of Atlanta, were helpful in determining why the interstate 
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was constructed in these specific neighborhoods and surveys that were done to mitigate 
impacts to the neighborhoods. The Lochner Plan of 1946 discusses the plan for which 
neighborhoods the Connector would be built through, and why they were chosen.113  
The Environmental Impact Statement from the I-75/85 Connector reconstruction in the 
1980’s details how the widening would impact neighborhoods, and in the case of the 
historic district how the impacts were mitigated.114 
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For more than a century, Atlanta has been plagued with transportation issues. 
For a city whose very existence was created by transportation, namely the railroad, this 
might seem odd but it has long been known for its roadway congestion.115  The railway 
system brought Atlanta to life, and perhaps is the beginning of the many transportation 
issues the city faced throughout the twentieth century. Throughout the nineteenth 
century, and especially after the Civil War, Atlanta’s economy was dependent on the 
commerce brought by the railroad. Due to this dependency, Atlanta grew around the 
train tracks, and thus there is a “close connection between the land use pattern of the 
city…and the arrangements of the railroads.”116  The city also had a system of public 
street railway transportation, or streetcars, which further altered the road system, 
causing it to be “star-shaped.”117 The infrastructure from these early transportation 
initiatives still impacts the design of the city today.  
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Georgia wasn’t the only southern state with road issues though. In 1907, John H. 
Bankhead from Alabama was appointed to the United States Senate on a platform that 
focused on federal aid for the roadway system. With the entire southern region getting 
relief from the roadway system, the stage was set for Atlanta’s transportation system to 
transform.  During the first thirty years of the twentieth century Atlanta underwent 
rapid physical and financial change, in large part due to the automobile.118 
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Figure 8: 1878 Map of Atlanta showing the city’s planning 
around the railroad. Image Courtesy of Emory University.  
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The Automobile in Atlanta 
In the first decade of the twentieth century, the automobile industry saw growth 
throughout the United States. Northern manufacturing plants started producing enough 
to meet more than just the demand in the Northern and Midwestern regions and turned 
their sights to the south. Atlanta, with its already successful railroad infrastructure and 
its location to other major cities of the south became the preferred choice for vehicle 
manufacturers. In just one year between 1909 and 1910, the number of automobile 
firms requesting annual business licenses grew by over thirty-five percent.119  Ford 
Motor Company was among these firms requesting a business license, opening their 
southeast plant in Atlanta in the summer of 1909.120 The automobile industry continued 
to grow in the city, creating many positive and negative effects on the city.  
The second decade of the twentieth century saw great economic growth in 
Atlanta, largely impacted by the success of the automobile industry. This economic 
growth was not without physical alterations to the city. As automobiles became more 
affordable, wealthy white residents started moving away from the downtown area into 
the suburbs. With those moving to the suburbs no longer in need of the streetcar in 
Atlanta, it was slowly replaced in the 1920s with privately owned automobiles. In the 
1920s as more people began utilizing their own cars, Atlanta streets suddenly became 
too narrow for both automobiles and the streetcar, beginning what would be a long and 
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problematic issue with traffic for the city.  In 1949, the last streetcar route was stopped 
and mass transit would not exist in Atlanta again for several decades.121  
 
 
As Atlanta’s growth had occurred rapidly and with multiple means of 
transportation, the city had grown to fit the change, not through planning. Little thought 
was given to the future as “city builders had constructed for their immediate needs.”122  
Throughout the 1920s traffic in Atlanta continued to be congested. Many plans were 
created to meet the city’s traffic needs, but the one that won out was the creation of 
viaducts over railroad tracks, the first of which was opened in 1923. The viaduct plan 
showed a change in thought about transportation needs of the city. It was a turn away 
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Figure 9: Streetcars and Automobiles in 
Atlanta during the 1920s. Image courtesy of 
Georgia Globe Design News.  
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from beautification of the city and towards efficiency. Viaducts were still being created 
in the 1950s and were successful in alleviating the traffic in the city. However, the 
creation of the viaducts also ended the use of the railroad downtown, helping to create 
the central business district of the city. By the 1930s Atlanta’s major mode of 
transportation was no longer the railroad, but the city had “adjusted to accommodate 
the automobile.”123 Even with the alterations made for vehicles the city’s street 
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Figure 10: 1920s Spring Street Viaduct Construction. Image 
Courtesy of Georgia Globe Design News 
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The Dixie Highway 
More than twenty years after the southern region called for better roads, and as 
automobiles began to replace railroads as the main form of interstate and in-city travel, 
the Dixie Highway was created, running north/south across ten states from Michigan (at 
the Canadian border) to Miami, Florida.124  Created by the Dixie Highway Association, 
headquartered in Chattanooga, Tennessee, the road was not new in its entirety, but was 
“pieced together from existing roads.”125  Due to the popularity of the Dixie Highway 
and the economics benefits it could bring, a large number of communities wanted to 
participate. To meet the demand two routes of the highway were created, one to the 
east and one to the west.126 The final Georgia section of the Dixie Highway was 
completed in 1929, and was the predecessor of Interstate 75, which today is part of the 
Connector. The Dixie Highway put Atlanta on the map as a “regional metropolis,” 
helping the city become “the crossroads of the Southeast.127  The Dixie Highway was 
nationally known and created a lasting impact on the roadway system throughout the 
United States. The highway became “one of the early examples of the economic impact 
of highway construction.”128  However, the highway was not capable of keeping up with 
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the rapidly growing Atlanta metropolitan area. Less than twenty years later plans were 
in place to improve the city’s infrastructure, including re-doing the Dixie Highway.  
 
Figure 11: Map of the Dixie Highway. Image courtesy of Georgia State Historic Preservation Office.  
The Lochner Plan 
In 1946, H.W Lochner & Company and De Leuw, Cather & Company created the 
Highway and Transportation Plan for Atlanta, Georgia. The plan, referred to as the 
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Lochner Plan, explains a need a for the city to expand the transportation system through 
a variety of ways, most notably a system of expressways. At the time the Lochner Plan 
was presented there were eight major railroad lines, nine airlines, and sixteen state and 
federal highways serving Atlanta.129  Mayor William B. Hartsfield, had worked hard to 
make Atlanta a transportation hub for the south, especially in the way of aviation.  With 
passenger and freight trains still abounding in the city, and a successful airport, the next 
logical step was improvement of the roadways. Transportation during this time was 
described as being “Atlanta’s lifeblood” with “more than two hundred passenger and 
freight trains still [passing] through the city every day.”130  The Lochner Plan is an 
overarching transportation plan that includes motor vehicle traffic, railways, and public 
transportation.131  
While the plan discusses different modes of transportation, the focus is on the 
creation of an expressway system that would fit within the National Interstate Highway 
System. Extensive research on the city and its transportation habits was conducted. 
Future traffic volumes were predicted, current traffic patterns were mapped, and 
financial feasibility reports were made. Five interstate routes were proposed by the 
Interregional Highway Committee, heading toward Spartanburg, South Carolina; 
Chattanooga, Tennessee; Birmingham, Alabama and Montgomery, Alabama. The 
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Georgia State Highway Department recommended a sixth route that would lead to 
Augusta, Georgia, culminating in six new expressways cutting through the city. All routes 
would be four lanes except the Connector which would feature six lanes.132  
 
Figure 12: Proposed Federal Interstate Routes Approaching Atlanta. Image Courtesy of Georgia Tech 
University.  
 
While not adopted in its entirety due to the excessive cost, the overarching goals 
of the Lochner Plan were largely implemented.133 In 1956, with the creation of the 
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Federal Aid Highway Act, construction on the interstates was accelerated and more of 
the Lochner Plan was adopted into reality.134  The construction of the Atlanta 
Expressway, as it was called at the time, made “the highway, and not the railroad, the 
dominant system” of transportation.135 
The plan originally called for the expressways to be built to the west of the city, 
but to meet city officials requests the published plan called for the expressways to be 
built through the areas of the city where “it would be feasible to purchase suitable 
rights-of-way, being the most depreciated and least attractive, [were] in need of 
rejuvenation.”136  The neighborhoods through which the expressways were planned 
were described as “depreciated” and so in need of improvements that the construction 
of the road system could be “classed as slum clearance.”137  The Connector was to act as 
a barrier “between the central business district and the East Side African American 
Community.”138 This sentiment of using infrastructure to clear slums was a part of the 
urban renewal that was seen across the country during this time. In Atlanta, over 7,000 
African Americans were displaced by the north-south expressway.139  The expressway 
severed many roadways and neighborhoods, including Auburn Ave, one of the “more 
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important street[s] for black commerce in the city, which serves as the core of the 
Sweet Auburn neighborhood.140 
 
 
Due to unprecedented growth in the city, the partially constructed Connector 
was already deemed inadequate by the early 1950s.141  The Metropolitan Planning 
Commission (MPC) suggested an expansion of the Lochner Plan that would create a 
highway loop around the downtown area.142  With the creation of inner and outer loop 
highways, the MPC believed that 25 percent of the daily traffic from the Connector 
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Figure 13: Images of substandard housing areas to be demolished through the construction of the Connector. Image 
courtesy of Georgia Tech University.  
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could be rerouted.143 Due to the Federal Interstate Highway Program, which was already 
helping to fund the Lochner Plans completion, the expansion to the plan could also be 
funded. The MPC estimated that by 1970, the Downtown Connector would be in need 
of 28 traffic lanes to meet the demand of traffic.144 The expansion of the plan became a 
reality, and the outer loop named Interstate-285 was created and is still in use today.145  
Even with the expansion of the expressways Atlanta’s population continued to 
overwhelm the infrastructure in the city.  
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In 1975, Thomas D. Moreland was appointed the Georgia Department of 
Transportation (GDOT) Commissioner.  Moreland, who had previously served as the 
state highway engineer, was the forerunner of the metro Atlanta reconstruction of the 
interstate between 1975 and 1988.  This reconstruction was envied throughout the 
country, and “pushed Georgia’s highway system to the forefront nationally.”146  
Moreland worked to complete the creation of all border-to-border interstates in the 
state before turning his attention to the reconstruction of metro Atlanta. Work in the 
downtown areas was long overdue, as “actual traffic volumes far exceeded the design 
projections” and sections of the interstate were at the end of their design life.147  
A campaign titled “Freeing the Freeways” was created and focused on 
“reconstruction of existing expressways, not new construction” to solve the city’s traffic 
problems. A reconstruction of existing roadways was chosen due to cultural resource 
legislation created in the 1960s, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA), the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and Section 4(f) of the 
Department of Transportation Act. Protections for cultural and natural resources in 
these pieces of legislation would have blocked plans to construct new expressways in 
metro Atlanta.  When the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976 expanded the list of what 
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interstate construction funds could be used for to include reconstructions, the stage was 
set for Moreland to complete his reconstruction plans. The Connector was to be 
widened from six lanes to ten, requiring significant amounts of right away acquisition.  
NHPA Section 106, NEPA, and Section 4(f) findings were published in the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Connector improvements.  The document 
states that after following Section 106 procedures, a finding of no adverse effect was 
made and approved by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP).  Compliance with Section 4(f) of the 
Department of Transportation Act was also discussed in the EIS, stating that the only 
alternative to the proposed project was to make no improvements to the Sweet Auburn 
Historic District. The alternative was deemed to not be prudent because it would 
continue to isolate the two sections of the Preservation District and restrict the 
mediation to the severed districts proposed in the plan. In addition to the Preservation 
District, two other sites were stated to be affected by the project, the Ridley Court 
Apartments and the Southern G.F. Corporation, although no historic land was to be 
used.  Ultimately, the review found no adverse effects to the structure. 
The proposed plan for the reconstruction of the Connector called for mitigation 
of the Sweet Auburn Preservation District that was disrupted with the original creation 
of the Connector. The Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site and Preservation 
District were created in 1980. The National Historic Site is located in Sweet Auburn 
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neighborhood but sits to the east of the interstate, unlike the Sweet Auburn Historic 
District which lies to the west. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Preservation District covers 
both the National Historic Site and the Sweet Auburn Historic District. Detailed in the 
1980 Congressional Act that created the Preservation District was the stipulation that 
any redesign or reconstruction of the Connector over Auburn Avenue and Edgewood 
Avenue would have to minimize adverse impacts on the district and required that the 
Auburn Avenue overpass have a design that “permits a wider distance between 
overpass support structure and the disposition of understructure development rights for 
appropriate business or recreation use” in an effort to better incorporate the divided 
sections of the Preservation District.148  
The widening of the Connector was one of the most difficult parts of the 
reconstruction due to its path directly through the downtown area. The metro Atlanta 
reconstruction was finished on time in 1988, completing “one of the nation’s premier 
interstate urban expressway reconstruction projects of the late twentieth century.”149 
While the reconstruction of the Connector was deemed a success, it did not cure the 
city of its transportation problems. Construction on aspects of the infrastructure has 
been ongoing, yet the city still experiences gridlocked streets and interstates for several 
hours each day.   
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History of Selected Neighborhoods 
Mechanicsville 
 
The neighborhood of Mechanicsville is located in the southwest section of 
downtown Atlanta. In the nineteenth century, Mechanicsville was located south of the 
central business district, but today is located in the heart of downtown. Named after the 
mechanics who worked for the railroads that passed through the neighborhood, 
Mechanicsville was originally populated by the working class. As Atlanta grew, so too did 
Mechanicsville. At the end of the nineteenth century, streets were paved and the 
proximity to the business district attracted middle and upper class families to the 
neighborhood. During the second half of the nineteenth century Mechanicsville was 
home to both Caucasians and African Americans. By 1880, Mechanicsville had a growing 
Figure 15: Mechanicsville in 1949 (left) and 2014 (right). Image Courtesy of Georgia State University Library 
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Jewish population, comprising of 25 percent of the Jewish residents of Atlanta.150 The 
Jewish population of the neighborhood steadily increased around the turn of the 
century to include 60 percent of the Jewish population in Atlanta.151 The early days of 
the neighborhood had a variety of businesses, including multiple grocery stores, 
masons, carpenters, florists, and a pharmacy. Mechanicsville supported two African 
American churches and four schools during the nineteenth century.  At the turn of the 
twentieth century, racial lines within the neighborhood started to become more 
distinct. African Americans lived in the west side of the neighborhood, while wealthy 
Jewish families resided in the northeast section. In more diverse areas of the 
neighborhood, African Americans resided in the alleys behind the larger houses of the 
white residents.  These racial divides continued to become more distinct through the 
twentieth century. 152   
Not untouched by the Depression, Mechanicsville declined during the 1930s and 
1940s.  Wealthier residents moved to the north and to the east, while those less 
fortunate, mostly African Americans, moved further west. Large single family homes 
were turned into affordable rental housing, ultimately leading to the demise of once 
grand Queen Anne and Victorian houses. By the time the interstate was being 
constructed through Mechanicsville, the neighborhood was largely African American. 
                                                 




While the business community shrank, it did not die, and there continued to be a 
commercial area with a grocery, clothing stores, and a movie theater. The railroad was 
still a large contributor of jobs in the neighborhood but the area also boasted a coal 
company and a General Electric lightbulb manufacturing plant.153 
The construction of the Connector ran along the eastern border of the 
neighborhood, separating it from the Summerhill neighborhood.154 Both Summerhill and 
Mechanicsville were similar in demographics, with largely working class African-
American populations.  The similarities between the neighborhoods made it likely that 
residents would be active in the two areas in both their personal and work lives.  While 
the Connector was constructed on the edge of the neighborhood, it still required the 
acquisition of large amounts of land, and still had a large impact. Today, the creation of 
the Connector through Mechanicsville is deemed a cause of the deterioration of the 
neighborhood. After the construction of the Connector, the neighborhood suffered 
large areas of physical destruction and displacement of its residents. Government 
projects and urban renewal programs attempted to bring the neighborhood out of its 
slump but were largely unsuccessful.155 
As a way to rid the city of Atlanta of low-income black neighborhoods near the 
central business district of the city, the Rawson-Washington Urban Renewal Program 
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was implemented. The program was started in 1957 with the purpose to replace over a 
thousand low-income African American occupied houses in three Atlanta 
neighborhoods. These houses were to be replaced with “moderate-income ownership 
housing, and light industry, businesses, schools and parks.”156 One purpose of the 
program was to create a buffer zone between the growing downtown district  and low-
income black neighborhoods such as Mechanicsville. The urban renewal program, as 
well as the construction of the Atlanta Fulton County Stadium and interstates near and 
through the neighborhood, caused the community to decline. Like many areas impacted 
by these programs and roadways, Mechanicsville is now undergoing revitalization. In 
preparation for the 1996 Olympics the City of Atlanta worked with members of the 
neighborhood to create a Community Redevelopment Plan in 1995.  The U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development approved almost $6 million for 
revitalization efforts in 1998. 157    
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The South Atlanta community had its beginnings in 1872 when the Freedman’s 
Aid Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church purchased 400 acres of land for a new 
school. The land was situated along McDonough Road and south of Capitol Avenue, and 
was to be used for a school to educate former slaves and their children.  In 1883, Clark 
University moved to the area and the next year the Gammon Theological Seminary 
opened in the neighborhood.158   
Previously known as Brownsville, the neighborhood of South Atlanta was 
established by Bishop Gilbert Haven, a professor at Clark University. Haven organized 
committees that laid out streets and sold lots for houses. The streets in the 
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Figure 16: South Atlanta in 1949 (left) and 2014 (right). Image Courtesy of Georgia State University Library 
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neighborhood were named for Clark University faculty and religious leaders at the 
Seminary. Professors and faculty of the two schools, as well as married students and 
working-class residents lived in the neighborhood. Many of the two-story houses and 
Victorian cottages are still standing. 159  
At the beginning of the twentieth century Jonesboro Road ran as a major 
corridor linking South Atlanta with the downtown communities. The Atlanta streetcar 
operated three routes in the neighborhood, along Pryor Rd, Lakewood Avenue, and 
Jonesboro Rd, allowing easy access for the citizens of South Atlanta to the Central 
Business District of Atlanta. The area was largely home to low- and middle-income 
residents through most of the twentieth century.  
While South Atlanta was not physically impacted by the creation of the 
Connector, Jonesboro Roadd, which runs through the neighborhood was upgraded in 
the 1950’s as an arterial street. Designated in the Lochner Plan, arterial streets were to 
act as “feeders to the expressways.”160  The impacts of designating Jonesboro as an 
arterial road would have been minimal, as the roadway already existed and only 
improvements were made.  
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In 1941, both Clark University and the Seminary moved out of the neighborhood, 
sending South Atlanta into decline. 161  After the move, the neighborhood was plagued 
by “abandoned houses, absentee landlords, and crime.”162 In recent years, these 
problems have begun to lift and the neighborhood as seen improvements and 
reinvestment.163   
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Located in the heart of downtown Atlanta and trans versing the Connector, 
Sweet Auburn neighborhood is based around Auburn Avenue. Originally named 
Shermantown, Sweet Auburn has been populated largely by African Americans since the 
formation of the community in the 1880s. At the turn of the twentieth century, nearly 
Figure 18: Sweet Auburn in 1949 (above) and 2014 (below). Image Courtesy of Georgia State University 
Library.  
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94 percent of residents living along Auburn Avenue were black.164 During this time, 
blacks were being forced out of the white business districts in the city and relocating in 
African American neighborhoods such as Sweet Auburn.   The neighborhood got its 
current name when John Wesley Dobbs, a political and civic leader in the city, began 
using the name after the Oliver Goldsmith poem “The Deserted Village.”165 
Auburn Avenue, originally one mile in length, became known as the richest 
African American street in the world. In the first twenty years of the twentieth century 
businesses were rapidly moving to Auburn Avenue. The neighborhood boasted a variety 
of businesses and several churches. As the neighborhood grew, so too did the social 
activity. Sweet Auburn had two YMCA’s as well as local fraternal organizations. During 
and after the 1930’s, Atlanta’s West Side became a popular African American 
neighborhood. Sweet Auburn lost a number of businesses and residents to the West 
Side, and as it grew, Sweet Auburn declined. The neighborhood continued its decline 
with the disruption of the Connector through the center of the community.166 
Unlike Mechanicsville, the Connector was constructed in the middle of the Sweet 
Auburn Neighborhood, tearing the neighborhood in two. The splitting of the 
neighborhood goes on to impact lot use until the present. The area to the east of the 
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Connector is now largely part of or associated with the Martin Luther King Jr. National 
Historic Site, a part of the U.S. National Park Service. The section of the neighborhood to 
the west of the Connector is now mostly part of the Sweet Auburn Historic District, 
designated by the National Register.   
In 1976, Sweet Auburn was designated a National Historic Landmark, but in the 
years following the neighborhood was plagued with crime, abandonment, and lack of 
investment along with the reconstruction of the Connector. Starting in 1980, the Auburn 
Area Revitalization Committee (AARC) was created. Merchants, businesses, institutions, 
and churches could be members of the committee, whose goal was to revitalize the 
neighborhood. In 1989, the AARC, supported by the City of Atlanta, the Auburn Area 
Main Street Program (AAMSP) was founded. The main goal of the AAMSP was “the 
enhancement of the economic and physical environment” of the neighborhood. Most 
initiatives were started in 1990, two years after the reconstruction of the Connector was 
completed.167  
Even with the Auburn Area Revitalization Plan, the community stayed in decline 
until 1994, when the Historic District Development Corporation (HDDC) was created to 
turn the community around. The HDDC started with properties near the birthplace of 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and continued throughout the neighborhood, now working on 
the commercial district.  The designated historic district encompasses only the portion 
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of the neighborhood that is west of the Connector.168 All three neighborhoods studied in 
this thesis have unique beginnings and individual characteristics that make them 
distinctive, but common themes occurred throughout their histories.    
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CHAPTER FOUR  
 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
1960’s Creation of the Connector: The Initial Construction
 
Figure 19: Timeline of the Construction of the Connector. Created by author. 
 
Looking at directory data from 1947 - 1966 clear patterns emerge dictating the 
changes caused by the initial construction of the Connector on neighborhoods its passes 
through regarding shifting building use, occupancy rates and owner versus renter 
occupation. Data presented in this section is discussed using two time frames: the 
overall period studied (1947-1966) represented in red, and the years of roadwork when 
the Connector was actually under construction (1948-1964), represented in blue. 
Looking at the data using these two time frames helps understand the potentially lasting 
impacts of the Connector, as well as the temporary disruptions caused by the roadwork.  
Percentages are used in the presentation of this data due to the changing number of 
recorded lots each year in the Atlanta City Directories. Using percentages gives a clearer 
picture of the overall change that occurred in the neighborhoods. Precise numbers of 
resident and commercial use, along with a number of lots recorded per year and 
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percentages is presented in charts throughout the section. The data concerning 
government, religious and mixed use lots are attached in the appendix.  
Residential Rates 
 
Table 1: Residency Rates in Mechanicsville during the 
initial construction. Table created by author.  
Table 2: Residency Rates in Sweet Auburn during the 
initial construction. Table created by author.  
Table 3:  Residency rates in South Atlanta during the 








1947 623 556 88.96%
1948/49 555 504 90.81%
1950 551 487 88.38%
1951/52 538 465 86.43%
1953 438 372 84.93%
1955 560 451 80.54%
1956 490 401 81.84%
1957 459 370 80.61%
1958/59 464 391 84.27%
1961 441 372 89.21%
1962 446 363 81.34%
1963 402 314 78.11%
1965 402 330 82.10%
1966 399 331 97.64%








1947 270 94 35.74%
1948/49 269 91 34.60%
1950 252 60 24.29%
1951/52 226 57 25.56%
1953 245 66 26.94%
1955 286 91 32.16%
1956 211 48 22.75%
1957 226 42 18.58%
1958/59 135 32 23.70%
1961 122 21 17.21%
1962 170 10 5.88%
1963 160 8 5.00%
1965 148 3 2.03%
1966 142 3 2.11%








1947 107 86 80.37%
1948/49 78 64 82.05%
1950 87 71 81.61%
1951/52 85 70 82.35%
1953 87 71 81.61%
1955 87 60 68.97%
1956 125 100 80.00%
1957 85 66 77.65%
1958/59 90 68 75.56%
1961 92 73 79.35%
1962 90 67 74.44%
1963 91 69 75.82%
1965 84 57 67.86%
1966 104 77 74.04%
Construction Residential Rates in South Atlanta
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Throughout the initial construction of the Connector, each neighborhood 
showed a decrease in the number of residentially used lots. Both near the construction 
site and away from it neighborhoods were losing residents. Mechanicsville did show an 
overall increase of residentially used lots by approximately 10 percent throughout the 
entire period but had significant decreases (12 percent) during the actual years of 
construction (1948-1964). The return to previous residential rates at the end of 
construction indicates that the neighborhood experienced negative residential change 
through the construction period, but that this decline was only temporary. Sweet 
Auburn, with the roadway splitting the neighborhood in two, showed the most drastic 
decrease of residential lots with an overall approximate decrease of 33 percent. South 
Atlanta, away from the road construction, experienced the smallest overall amount of 
change with a decrease of approximately 6 percent of residential building stock.  
When looking strictly at the years of construction (1948-1964) Mechanicsville 
and Sweet Auburn experienced larger decreases in residency than South Atlanta, the 
control group. During this specified time, Sweet Auburn’s residency population 
decreased by 19 percent, Mechanicsville’s by 12 percent and South Atlanta’s by only 7 
percent. The numbers indicate that Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn’s resident 
population were exasperated by the initial construction of the Connector during the 
years of construction. The drastic decrease of residency in Sweet Auburn could have 
greatly altered the neighborhood. While Sweet Auburn has historically been mostly 
commercial, up until the creation of the Connector, there was a significant residential 
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population of approximately 30 percent. If structures were altered to meet to the new 
commercial uses, it would negatively impact the integrity of the buildings. Also, if 
structures were torn down and replaced to meet new uses, it would negatively impact 
the historic integrity of the entire neighborhood. 
Due to the increase of Mechanicsville’s residency rates, this data indicates that 
while there may be no long-term residency effects of the construction of the Connector, 
it did report a negative impact on residency during the years of roadwork.  It is likely 
that residents left during the construction, perhaps due to noise, vibrations, or closed 
roads, but after the construction hassle was over, people were willing to live in the 
neighborhoods once more. The continuity of the decreasing residential rates in Sweet 
Auburn, where the Connector runs through the middle of the neighborhood, point to 














Figure 20:  A comparison of residency rates through the initial construction across all 
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Commercial Rates 
Related to the falling residency rates, but not directly mirroring it was an 
increase in commercially used lots during the initial construction of the connector for 
Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn, while South Atlanta, the control group, witnessed a 
decrease. Mechanicsville witnessed a 5 percent growth of commercially used parcels 
between the entire period (moving from 6 percent to 11 percent throughout 1947-
Table 4: Commercial rates in Mechanicsville during 
the initial construction. Table created by author.  
Table 5: Commercial rates in Sweet Auburn during 
the initial construction. Table created by author.  
Table 6: Commercial rates in South Atlanta during 








1947 623 38 6.10%
1948/49 555 29 5.23%
1950 551 39 7.08%
1951/52 538 40 7.43%
1953 438 40 2.74%
1955 560 40 7.14%
1956 490 34 6.94%
1957 459 31 6.75%
1958/59 464 25 5.39%
1961 441 32 7.25%
1962 446 52 11.66%
1963 402 55 13.68%
1965 402 45 11.19%
1966 399 40 11.80%








1947 270 138 52.47%
1948/49 269 146 55.51%
1950 252 158 63.97%
1951/52 226 132 59.19%
1953 245 142 57.96%
1955 286 162 56.64%
1956 211 136 64.45%
1957 226 154 68.14%
1958/59 135 84 62.22%
1961 122 83 79.40%
1962 170 135 85%
1963 160 136 85.81%
1965 148 127 84.51%
1966 142 120 84.50%








1947 107 16 14.95%
1948/49 78 11 14.10%
1950 87 13 14.92%
1951/52 85 12 14.12%
1953 87 15 17.24%
1955 87 22 25.29%
1956 125 20 16.00%
1957 85 14 16.67%
1958/59 90 15 10.87%
1961 92 10 18.89%
1962 90 17 15.38%
1963 91 14 17.24%
1965 84 15 15.38%
1966 104 16 15.38%
Construction Commercial Rates in South Atlanta
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1966), as well as a 5 percent growth during the actual years of construction (7 percent 
to 13 percent jump between 1948-1963). Sweet Auburn, a neighborhood already 
majority commercially occupied witnessed an overall jump of 32 percent (from 52 to 84 
percent) and a 30 percent change during the actual years of construction (55 to 85 
percent).  While these two neighborhoods, which the Connector was being built 
through, saw increases in commerce, South Atlanta’s rates stayed relatively stable. 
South Atlanta, the control group, saw an increase of less than 1 percent (14.9 to 15.3 
percent) through the entire studied period. Overall, Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn 
saw significant growth in the number of commercially used lots during the initial 
construction of the Connector, while South Atlanta stayed relatively stable. This data 
indicates that the construction of the Connector influenced positive growth in 
commercial use.  
 
Figure 21:  A comparison of commercial rates across neighborhoods during the initial 
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Vacancy Rates 
The vacancy statistics during the initial construction of the Connector also point 
to a pattern of change. Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn showed increased vacancy 
only in the middle of the construction years, while the control, South Atlanta, saw a 
continuous rise. Mechanicsville’s increase over the entire studied period (1947-1966) 
reports only a 0.6 percent increase (3.21 to 8.83 percent). However, the increase during 
Table 7: Vacancy rates in Mechanicsville throughout 
the initial construction. Table created by author. 
Table 8: Vacancy rates in Sweet Auburn throughout 
the initial construction. Table created by author.  
Table 9: Vacancy rates in South Atlanta through the 






1947 623 20 3.21%
1948/49 555 6 1.08%
1950 551 10 1.81%
1951/52 538 18 3.35%
1953 438 12 2.74%
1955 560 33 5.89%
1956 490 42 8.57%
1957 459 40 8.71%
1958/59 464 32 6.90%
1961 441 24 5.44%
1962 446 18 4.04%
1963 402 23 5.72%
1965 402 9 2.24%
1966 399 13 3.83%






1947 270 12 4.56%
1948/49 269 11 4.18%
1950 252 11 4.45%
1951/52 226 14 6.28%
1953 245 22 8.89%
1955 286 20 7%
1956 211 13 6.16%
1957 226 16 7.08%
1958/59 135 12 8.89%
1961 122 11 9.02%
1962 170 15 8.82%
1963 160 7 4.38%
1965 148 11 7.43%
1966 142 12 8.45%






1947 107 2 1.89%
1948/49 78 0 0%
1950 87 0 0.00%
1951/52 85 3 3.53%
1953 87 0 0%
1955 87 3 3.45%
1956 125 3 2.40%
1957 85 4 4.71%
1958/59 90 7 7.78%
1961 92 6 6.52%
1962 90 4 4.44%
1963 91 4 4.36%
1965 84 7 8.33%
1966 104 6 5.77%
Construction Vacancy Rates in South Atlanta
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the years of roadwork is over 4 percent (1.08 to 5.72 percent).  Mechanicsville has two 
reported years in the middle of construction (1957 and 1958/59), which show a peak in 
vacancy (at 8.57 and 8.71 percent respectively) before decreasing back to approximately 
3 percent.  This pattern also appears in Sweet Auburn.  While Sweet Auburn has an 
overall decrease in vacancy through the entire period (4 to 1 percent), the statistics 
report a less than 1 percent increase (4.18 to 4.38 percent) during the years of 
construction. Similarly to Mechanicsville, Sweet Auburn sees peak vacancy rates in the 
middle of the construction, specifically the years 1953 (8.89 percent), 1958/1959 (8.89 
percent) and 1961 (9.02 percent) before decreasing again at the end of construction.  
Inconsistent with Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville, the control group, South 
Atlanta, saw a general increase of approximately 4 percent (1.89 to 5.77 percent) during 
the entire period, as well as an increase of 4 percent during the years of construction (0 
to 4.36 percent). The general trend of South Atlanta is an upward growth in vacancy. 
However, it does have years that stand out as high: 1958/1959 (7.78 percent) and 1965 
(8.83 percent). The trend exposed in South Atlanta (an overall upward trend) does not 
match the trends revealed in Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville (a peak in the middle of 
construction and ending with minimal increase/decrease). All three neighborhoods had 
high recorded vacancy rates during 1958-1959. This increase in vacancy mirrors an 
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economic recession, often called the Eisenhower recession that plagued the entire 
country.169 
This data set proves the initial construction of the Connector was temporarily 
disruptive to the vacancy rates of affected neighborhoods, in that the rate of vacancy 
increased during the years of roadwork, but stabilized when construction was complete. 
The decrease in vacancy after construction shows that the Connector did not have an 
enduring impact on vacancy rates, but instead a temporary change in vacancy. While 
the change in vacancy was not lasting, the neglect could still have had an impact on 
structures and the neighborhood.    
  
                                                 
169 “Chapter 5: Eisenhower Administration 1953-1961,” United States Department of Labor, 
December 9, 2015, https://www.dol.gov/general/aboutdol/history/dolchp05. 
Figure 22: A comparison of vacancy rates across all three neighborhoods throughout initial 
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Ownership Rates 
The third component of this study was charting the number of owner-occupied 
lots in the three neighborhoods during the initial construction of the Connector. Similar 
to the lot use and vacancy statistics, owner-occupation rates changed due to the 
creation of the Connector.  Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville both saw an overall 
decrease in owner-occupied lots, while South Atlanta, away from the Connector, saw an 
Table 10: Ownership rates in Mechanicsville during 
the initial construction. Table created by author. 
Table 11: Ownership rates in Sweet Auburn during 
the initial construction. Table created by author. 
Table 12: Ownership rates in South Atlanta during 








1947 623 195 31.30%
1948/49 555 221 39.82%
1950 551 231 41.92%
1951/52 538 243 45.17%
1953 438 191 43.61%
1955 560 214 38.21%
1956 490 164 33.47%
1957 459 113 24.62%
1958/59 464 107 23.06%
1961 441 82 18.59%
1962 446 77 17.26%
1963 402 67 16.67%
1965 402 59 14.68%
1966 399 60 15.04%








1947 270 7 2.66%
1948/49 269 6 2.28%
1950 252 5 2.02%
1951/52 226 3 1.35%
1953 245 5 2.04%
1955 286 4 1.40%
1956 211 4 1.90%
1957 226 5 2.21%
1958/59 135 3 2.22%
1961 122 0 0.00%
1962 170 1 0.59%
1963 160 2 1.25%
1965 148 1 0.68%
1966 142 2 1.40%








1947 107 44 41.12%
1948/49 78 49 62.82%
1950 87 54 62.07%
1951/52 85 45 52.94%
1953 87 46 52.87%
1955 87 39 44.83%
1956 125 60 48.00%
1957 85 36 42.35%
1958/59 90 47 52.22%
1961 92 51 55.43%
1962 90 44 48.89%
1963 91 41 45.05%
1965 84 41 48.81%
1966 104 50 48.08%
Construction Ownership Rates in South Atlanta
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increase. Sweet Auburn, with extremely low overall vacancy rates, decreased from 2.66 
percent to 1.40 percent during the entire studied time frame (1947-1964), with a 
decrease from 2.28 percent to 1.25 percent during the actual years of construction 
(1948-1962). Mechanicsville had a much higher ownership rate overall and witnessed a 
16 percent decrease during the entire studied period (31.3 to 15.04 percent) and an 
approximately 23 percent decrease during the years of roadwork (39.82 to 16.67 
percent).   
The decreases are in contrast to South Atlanta’s increase in owner-occupied lots 
during the entire timeframe of 7 percent (41. 12 to 48.08 percent). South Atlanta does 
show a decrease of 17 percent during the construction years (62.82 to 45.05 percent). 
This decrease during the construction years could be an overall change in the city due to 
the far-reaching effects of the creation of multiple expressways through the city.  
However, the overall statistic for owner-occupied lots tells that the initial construction 
of the Connector, had a negative effect on the number of owner-occupied lots in Sweet 
Auburn and Mechanicsville and that the effect endured after the construction 
completion.   The decrease in owner-occupancy could indicate that those who had the 




By the data studied it is clear that the initial creation of the Connector was 
disruptive to the neighborhoods it physically altered in both immediate and enduring 
ways. The number of residents in the affected neighborhoods, Sweet Auburn and 
Mechanicsville, were negatively impacted during the physical construction, but the 
effect was only temporary. Vacancy statistics also indicate that the Connector created a 
temporary disturbance to the neighborhood, as vacancy rates regulated after the 
construction was completed. The statistics concerning commercial rates and owner 
occupancy, however, point to enduring changes. Both the increased commercial rates 
and decreased owner occupancy rates continued after the completion of the Connector.  
Figure 23: Ownership rates across all neighborhoods throughout the initial construction. Graphic 
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1980’s Widening of the Connector: The Reconstruction 
 
Figure 24: Timeline for Reconstruction. Created by author. 
 
 
Unlike the data from the initial construction of the Connector, no clear patterns 
emerge from the reconstruction that occurred in the 1980’s. The lack of change was to 
be expected, as the widening of a roadway has a smaller physical impact on the 
neighborhood than the creation of a new roadway.  Again, percentages are used for the 
presentation of this data due to the inconsistency in the number of lots recorded in the 
Atlanta City Directories. For this study the entire period for which data was collected 
includes 1982-1990 (represented on the timeline in green) and the year’s roadwork 
were 1984-1988 (represented on the timeline in yellow). The data is analyzed using both 







During the reconstruction of the Connector, there was a general trend of 
decreasing residency rates across all three neighborhoods, except one year (1990) in 
Sweet Auburn.  Sweet Auburn saw an overall increase of resident occupied versus 
commercially occupied property of a little over 1 percent (from 2.59 to 4.21 percent) 
during the entire period surveyed and no change during the years of the reconstruction 
(1.80 to 1.82 percent). While Sweet Auburn sees a peak during the last year of the data 
collected and two years after the reconstruction finished (1990), the findings indicate 
Table 13: Residency Rates in Mechanicsville during 
the reconstruction. Table created by author.   
Table 14: Residency Rates in Sweet Auburn during 
the reconstruction. Table created by author.  
Table 15: Residency Rates in South Atlanta during 








1982 86 39 38.37%
1983 99 46 46.46%
1984 43 31 41.33%
1985 73 31 42.47%
1986 70 25 35.71%
1987 71 22 30.99%
1988 78 29 37.18%
1989 71 25 35.21%
1990 70 21 30.00%








1982 116 3 2.59%
1983 115 - 0.00%
1984 110 2 1.82%
1985 109 2 1.83%
1986 110 1 0.91%
1987 115 - 0.00%
1988 111 2 1.80%
1989 113 1 0.88%
1990 95 4 4.21%








1982 260 127 48.85%
1983 214 104 48.60%
1984 244 136 55.74%
1985 186 84 45.16%
1986 183 79 43.17%
1987 223 114 48.93%
1988 184 77 41.85%
1989 163 61 37.42%
1990 175 74 41.81%
Reconstruction Residential Rates in Mechanicsville
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expansion of the interstate did not impact residency rates.  Mechanicsville saw a 
decrease of 7 percent (48.85 to 41.81 percent) during the entire study period, with a 
decrease of 14 percent (55.74 to 41.85 percent) during the years of reconstruction 
work.  South Atlanta saw significant decreases as well, with an overall downfall of 15 
percent (45.35 to 30 percent) and a decrease of approximately 4 percent during the 
years of roadwork (41.33 to 37.18 percent).  These trends show no correlation between 
the reconstruction of the Connector and changing residency rates in impacted 
neighborhoods. There is an overall decrease of a number of residents except the year 
1990 in Sweet Auburn. This anomaly year was likely due to revitalization efforts in the 
Sweet Auburn community that occurred throughout the second half of the 1980’s, but 
were largely finished by 1990.170  
 
                                                 
170 The Auburn Area Main Street Project, “The Auburn Action Plan.” 
Figure 25: Residency rates across all neighborhoods throughout the reconstruction of the 
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The number of commercially used lots in the three neighborhoods also does not 
indicate major impacts from the reconstruction of the Connector.  South Atlanta and 
Mechanicsville show overall increases while Sweet Auburn shows a decrease.  South 
Atlanta’s overall increase of approximately 3 percent (12.79 to 15.71 percent) across the 
entire study period with an increase of 2 percent (13.33 to 11.59 percent) just in the 
reconstruction work period.  The data represents peaks in 1984 (13.33 percent), 1987 
Table 16: Commercial Rates in Mechanicsville during 
the Reconstruction. Table created by author.  
Table 17: Commercial Rates in Sweet Auburn during 
the Reconstruction. Table created by author. 
Table 18: Commercial Rates in South Atlanta during 








1982 260 16 6.15%
1983 214 18 8.41%
1984 244 16 6.56%
1985 186 15 8.06%
1986 183 17 9.29%
1987 223 17 7.30%
1988 184 16 8.74%
1989 163 12 7.36%
1990 175 16 8.47%








1982 86 11 12.79%
1983 99 11 11.11%
1984 43 10 13.33%
1985 73 8 10.96%
1986 70 9 12.86%
1987 71 10 14.08%
1988 78 9 11.54%
1989 71 10 14.08%
1990 70 11 15.71%








1982 116 78 67.24%
1983 115 72 62.61%
1984 110 66 60.00%
1985 109 62 56.88%
1986 110 63 57.27%
1987 115 67 58.26%
1988 111 57 51.35%
1989 113 60 53.10%
1990 95 56 58.95%
Reconstruction Commercial Rates in Sweet Auburn
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(14.08 percent), and 1990 (15.71 percent). However, the overall change during the time 
periods is minimal.  Mechanicsville shows an overall increase in commercially used lots, 
also at a minimal scale. Through the entire studied period, commercial use increases a 
little over 2 percent (6.15 to 8.47 percent). During the time of actual reconstruction, the 
neighborhood again showed a 2 percent change (6.56 to 8.74 percent).  Similar to South 
Atlanta, Mechanicsville has several peaks, including 1983 (8.41 percent), 1986 (9.29 
percent), and 1988 (8.74 percent).  These peaks represent only minor fluctuations 
through the period and since they don’t directly correlate with the peaks in South 
Atlanta, no general trends are inferred.  Unlike South Atlanta and Mechanicsville, Sweet 
Auburn showed a decrease in commercially used lots. Through the entire study period, 
there was a decrease of 9 percent (67.24 to 58.95 percent), the same amount of 
decrease occurred through the years of actual reconstruction road work (60 to 51.35 
percent).  Due to the lack of correlation between Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville (the 
two neighborhoods physically impacted by the Connector) and no correlation among 
the peaks from any of the neighborhoods, inferring that the Connector had no impact 
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Figure 26: Commercial rates across all neighborhoods during the reconstruction of the Connector. 
Graphic created by author. 
Table 19: Vacancy Rates in Mechanicsville during the 
Reconstruction. Table created by author.  
Table 20: Vacancy Rates in Sweet Auburn during the 
Reconstruction. Table created by author.  
Table 21: Vacancy Rates in South Atlanta during the 






1982 116 30 25.86%
1983 115 40 34.78%
1984 110 40 36.36%
1985 109 41 37.61%
1986 110 40 36.36%
1987 115 43 37.39%
1988 111 44 39.64%
1989 113 46 40.71%
1990 95 33 34.74%





Returns Vacancy  Rate
1982 86 33 38.37%
1983 99 40 40.40%
1984 43 32 42.67%
1985 73 33 45.21%
1986 70 34 48.57%
1987 71 37 52.11%
1988 78 38 48.72%
1989 71 34 47.89%
1990 70 36 51.43%






1982 260 112 43.08%
1983 214 87 40.65%
1984 244 87 35.66%
1985 186 81 43.55%
1986 183 80 43.72%
1987 223 96 41.20%
1988 184 85 46.20%
1989 163 83 50.92%
1990 175 80 46.89%
Reconstruction Vacancy Rates in Mechanicsville
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Across all three neighborhoods during the reconstruction, there is an increase in 
vacancy. Mechanicsville shows an overall increase of approximately 3 percent (43.08 to 
46.89 percent) and an increase of 11 percent (35.66 to 46.20 percent) during the 
reconstruction years. Sweet Auburn showed an overall increase of 9 percent (25.86 to 
34.74 percent) with an increase of 3 percent (36.36 to 39.64 percent) during the years of 
the roadwork.  South Atlanta’s overall increase was approximately 13 percent (38.37 to 
51.43 percent), with an increase of 6 percent (42.67 to 48.72 percent) during the years 
of roadwork.  These findings present no specific correlations between the 
neighborhoods except a general increase in vacancy among all three. The lack of 
correlation indicates the reconstruction of the Connector was not an influencer on the 
vacancy statistics of neighborhoods it physically altered.  
Overall there was no clear correlation between the reconstruction of the 
Connector on lot use and residency statistics. All three neighborhoods show a decline in 
residency rates, potentially indicating a citywide move into the suburbs. No trend was 
discernable from the data regarding commercially used lots as the two study 
neighborhoods (Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville) had conflicting results. Similar, and 
perhaps in relation to the declining residency rates, all three neighborhoods showed 
increased vacancy.  The overall incline in vacancy rates combined with the decline in 
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residency rates indicates that Atlanta was undergoing an overarching period of change, 
likely causing many to abandon city living.  
  
National Register Designation 
 Created in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), the National 
Register of Historic Places identifies, evaluates, and protects America’s cultural 
resources. The National Register is a part of the National Park Service but works closely 
with each states’ Historic Preservation Office. Evaluation of properties or districts 
applying for listing on the National Register include age, integrity, and significance.171 
When a property is listed on the Register is comes with several benefits including 
                                                 
171 “National Register of Historic Places Program: Fundamentals,” National Park Service, accessed March 
16, 2017, https://www.nps.gov/nr/national_register_fundamentals.htm. 
Figure 27: Vacancy rates across all neighborhoods throughout the reconstruction of the Connector. 
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recognition, tax incentives, protection, and grants. The site or district gets recognition 
and becomes eligible for tax incentives and grants from local, state, and national 
entities. Designation on the National Register also offers limited to protection to the site 
or district, specifically from federally funded, licensed, or permitted activities. However, 
the protection does not restrict the use or disposition of property, so demolishing 
historic buildings still occurs.172   
Because the reconstruction of the Connector used federal funds, Sweet Auburn 
would have received this protection, which comes in the form of special consideration 
during the planning phases of projects. Under NHPA Section 106, National 
Environmental Policy Act, and the Department of Transportation Act Section 4(f) 
potential impacts to the Sweet Auburn Historic District were studied and published in 
the Environmental Impact Statement, a requirement of NEPA.  
The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) discusses the impacts of the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site and Preservation District, which includes the Sweet 
Auburn Historic District.  The impacts include the physical use of the district, the change 
in activities, use, and patronage, any loss of unique or irreplaceable qualities and 
significance, and the relationship to any other similarly used areas. The plan called for 
the physical use of a portion of a power company’s parking lot and one building on the 
                                                 
172 “What’s the Difference Between a National Register Historic District and a Local Historic District?” 
(Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Historic Preservation Division, April 2015), 
georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/NRpercent20vspercent20local_fs.pdf. 
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corner of Auburn Avenue and Bell Street but found no loss of activities, use, patronage, 
unique or irreplaceable qualities and no similarly used lands in the area.  
Due to protections put forth in the 1980 Congressional Act that designated the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site and Preservation District, new projects 
required mitigation for impacts from the creation of the Connector on the 
neighborhood. The mitigation called for better integration between the east and west 
sections of the Preservation District. The two areas were to be better incorporated by 
Removing the “fill which was placed under the expressway between Auburn and 
Edgewood Avenues when originally constructed and that the proposed facility be 
bridged at that location” as well as replacing loop ramps with expressway entrances to 
use less right-of-way.173  After NHPA Section 106 and NEPA review, the project was 
deemed to have no adverse effect on the Preservation District and even to have the 
potential to benefit the district.174   
As Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act is slightly more stringent 
on the impacts to designated historic districts and sites, compliance with this legislation 
is called out specifically in the EIS. The EIS stated that to avoid using the National 
Register designated land, the project would have to skip over the district, making no 
improvements.  The alternative was not prudent as this would continue the isolation 
                                                 
173 U.S. Department of Transporation, Federal Highway Administration, and Georgia Department of 
Transportation, “I-75 and I-85 Downtown Connector Improvements, Atlanta,” 83. 
174 Ibid., 84. 
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between the Sweet Auburn Historic District and the Martin Luther King, Jr. Historic Site. 
Furthermore, the proposed project planned for improvements to the Preservation 
District, as described above.  Thus, the EIS determined there was no feasible and 
prudent alternative to the use of the Preservation District, but that the project planned 
to minimize harm.  
 Data collected throughout the reconstruction of the Connector is in accordance 
with the determinants of the EIS.  The data reveals no negative impact on lot use and 
vacancy in the historic district. While only minimally (approximately 1 percent), the 
residential rate for Sweet Auburn increased throughout and after the reconstruction. 
This small increase, accompanied by the small decrease in commercial rates 
(approximately 9 percent) could indicate that the EIS was successful in rectifying the 
changes that occurred with the initial construction of the Connector. The commercial 
decrease would be seen as a success for historic preservation because it shows moves 
toward a return to the original balance between residential and commercial use. The 
return to historic use is beneficial for the character and integrity of the area, but for 
individual buildings, it is likely that detrimental changes were made to meet original 
changes in use and return to historical configuration unlikely. Further studies would be 
necessary to prove that the EIS was successful.  
 A hypothesis of this thesis that was that Sweet Auburn, the protected 
neighborhood, would have minimal impacts from the reconstruction of the Connector, 
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comparatively to Mechanicsville, due to its protection. The lack of consistency among 
the data sets and the neighborhoods does not allow for a thorough analysis of the 
effectiveness of the National Register protection. Sweet Auburn did experience less 
change regarding residency rate and saw a decrease in commercial use while 
Mechanicsville and South Atlanta saw an increase. The vacancy statistics, however, do 
not indicate that Sweet Auburn experienced less change as it saw a 9 percent increase, 
Mechanicsville saw a 3 percent increase, and South Atlanta, the control group, saw a 13 
percent increase. The lack of change could be because the initial impacts from the 
creation had already occurred or could represent the normal fluctuations of a dynamic 
city. The neighborhoods did indicate change after the initial construction but in the 
twenty years after had adjusted so that the widening of the interstate did not cause a 
noticeable change.  
Potential Social Impacts 
 As detailed in the first chapter of this thesis, the data collected for this study can 
have effects on the physical deterioration and social factors in neighborhoods, especially 
historic ones. Due to the recorded decrease in residential rates, there could have been 
an increase in crime and physical deterioration, with a decrease in resident’s 
attachment to the area. These changes to the social and physical nature of the 
neighborhoods are associated with other results from this study including increased 
vacancy and commercial rates and decreased owner-occupancy. Further data should be 
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collected to confirm any physical and social changes described in previous studies in 
relation to the results from this study.   
Placement of the Connector  
The creation of the Connector physically impacted Sweet Auburn and 
Mechanicsville differently.  The Connector was constructed in the middle of the Sweet 
Auburn neighborhood, effectively severing it in two, while being constructed along the 
edge of Mechanicsville, separating it from its neighboring community. One hypothesis of 
this thesis is that the impact to Mechanicsville would be less than Sweet Auburn, due to 
the placement of the interstate through the neighborhood. The hypothesis held true for 
changes in lot use and vacancy but not for owner-occupation. Both Mechanicsville and 
Sweet Auburn showed decreases in residential and increase in commercial lots during 
the years of initial roadwork of the Connector, but Sweet Auburn saw larger changes, 
while no correlation appeared for owner-occupation. At a decrease of 19 percent, Sweet 
Auburn showed larger decreases in the number of residentially used lots during the 
years of construction than Mechanicsville did at 12 percent.  These changes mirrored 
the increase of commercial lots. Sweet Auburn saw an increase of commercial lots by 30 
percent during the years of construction while Mechanicsville saw an increase of only 5 
percent. These statistics prove that while both neighborhoods had negative impacts 
from the creation of the Connector, the severing of Sweet Auburn increased the 
significance of the negative effects.  
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Vacancy statistics during the creation of the Connector also showed differences 
in Sweet Auburn than Mechanicsville, however not as dramatic as building use. The 
vacancy results for the duration of the roadwork on the initial construction show a slight 
increase for Sweet Auburn (less than 1 percent) while Mechanicsville saw a 4 percent 
increase. However, Sweet Auburn showed higher peaks (by approximately 1 percent) 
during the construction. These results likely indicate that the location of the Connector 
did not play as large a role in vacancy, but perhaps, due to the largely residential nature 
of Mechanicsville, indicates that vacancy in commercial districts was not as impacted by 
the Connector as residential areas.  
The change in the number of owner-occupied lots does not seem related to the 
placement of the Connector in the neighborhood. Mechanicsville, which also had a high 
number of owner-occupied lots, saw a greater change than Sweet Auburn during the 
initial construction. Sweet Auburn did see a decrease in almost half its starting rate, but 
was still only a decrease of 1 percent, while Mechanicsville saw a decrease of 16 
percent. A likely explanation for this is the high residential rate of Mechanicsville at the 
time.  Commercial areas were more likely to benefit from the construction of the 
Connector because there was easier access to the area, meaning consumers could shop 
more easily. Whereas residents, especially those that have the means to move, are 
more likely to leave as the interstate would have created more noise, vibrations, and 
traffic throughout their neighborhood, disrupting residents’ home lives.  
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This thesis has examined three anticipated impacts that the creation of the 
Interstate 75/85 Connector had on historic neighborhoods in Atlanta, Georgia. This 
study is an effort to fill a portion of the gap in preservation-related literature regarding 
the interstate system and its impacts on historic areas. Previous observations regarding 
neighborhood impacts from the Connector largely focus on demographic shifts and their 
consequences. While in no way comprehensive of the myriad impacts the 
transportation infrastructure has on a city, this research draws several conclusions and 
serves as a stepping stone for further research on the topic. As evidenced by 
photographs, maps, and to anyone visiting the city of Atlanta, it is clear that the creation 
of the Connector had a tremendous impact on the built environment; this thesis details 
changes that occurred specifically to building use, vacancy, and owner-occupancy in 
three historic neighborhoods.  
Over the study period years, the data determined that neighborhoods physically 
altered by the creation of the Connector (Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn) saw both 
enduring and temporary changes regarding building use, vacancy, and owner-
occupancy. During the study period, residential rates in Mechanicsville and Sweet 
Auburn decreased significantly compared to the slight decrease in the control group 
South Atlanta. The decreasing residential rates were exasperated during the years of 
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road construction, indicating this was not a lasting change for the neighborhood, but a 
temporary disturbance. The change in commercial rates of the altered neighborhoods, 
however, does lead to a lasting impact. Both Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn also saw 
increased commercial use that lasted after completion of the initial roadwork. Vacancy 
rates also changed temporarily during the initial roadwork years in the neighborhood as 
a result of the Connector. Sweet Auburn and Mechanicsville saw a large increase after 
construction started, but a return to previous vacancy rates after completion of the 
roadwork, compared to South Atlanta, the control group, which saw a steady but 
minimal rise in vacancy. This data indicates that as the residential rates, the change in 
vacancy was disruptive, not impactful. The change in ownership rates also lasted after 
completion of the initial roadwork, indicating enduring change for Sweet Auburn and 
Mechanicsville, the neighborhoods altered by the Connector.  
Understanding both short and long term change caused by infrastructure 
construction can help mitigate lasting impacts in historic neighborhoods. Changes that 
occurred solely during roadwork years (decreasing residential rates and increased 
vacancy) implies that the effect was temporary, and while still important to address, 
may not impact the area long term.  Changes that continued to impact the 
neighborhoods after completion of the roadwork (increased commercial rates and 
decreased owner occupancy) indicate that these impacts may have lasting effects on the 
neighborhood and should be addressed with priority to minimize impact.   
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The findings for the difference in placement of the Connector led to two 
conclusions: the building use and vacancy rates saw larger changes in Sweet Auburn, 
which is divided in two, than Mechanicsville where the Connector is built along the edge 
of the neighborhood.  The number of owner-occupied lots is influenced by the 
placement of the Connector in a mostly residential neighborhood (Mechanicsville).  
Mechanicsville saw a greater decrease of owner-occupancy than Sweet Auburn (a 
largely commercial neighborhood), indicating this aspect of neighborhood change was 
influenced more by the use of the neighborhood than the physical placement of the 
Connector and so future plans for infrastructure development should place the roadway 
in largely commercial areas. The other factors of the study (building use and vacancy) 
had greater change in Sweet Auburn, where the Connector divided the neighborhood. 
While the initial construction of the Connector created both temporary changes and 
lasting impacts for the historic neighborhoods it altered, the data collected for the 
reconstruction did not indicate change. There was no correlation between changes in 
the two altered neighborhoods, Mechanicsville and Sweet Auburn. The lack of 
correlation is expected as the impacts had already occurred during the initial 
construction, and confirmed through this study. 
When looking at the effectiveness of the National Historic Preservation Act 
Section 106, the National Environmental Policy Act and The Department of 
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Transportation Act Section 4(f) for historic sites and districts, the findings suggest that 
the designation provided some protection in building use.  The residency rates in Sweet 
Auburn, the designated historic district, increased slightly while the commercial rates 
decreased. This signifies a return to the original lot use balance that was present in the 
neighborhood. Vacancy data collected showed significant increases throughout the 
reconstruction, which indicates the legislation was not successful in protecting the city 
on this aspect.  A more direct study, focusing solely on the usefulness of historic district 
designation as a protective tool would be needed to make decisive conclusions 
regarding the effectiveness.  
As mentioned in the first chapter, the data collected in this study relates to 
physical deterioration and social changes in neighborhoods. It is possible that due to 
decreasing residential rates and owner occupancy coupled with increasing commercial 
rates and vacancy, the physical deterioration and crime in these historic neighborhoods 
could have increased, while resident’s attachment to the area might have decreased. To 
confirm these possibilities, further study should be done on the topics and their 
relationship to both enduring and temporary neighborhood changes. Crime rates would 
be one way to confirm these possibilities, community group records that might include 





As the City of Atlanta continues to battle traffic congestion, ways to mediate the 
traffic problems are constantly proposed. As the automobile industry changes, 
especially with the introduction of autonomous cars, it is inevitable that transportation 
infrastructure will change as well. Based on the findings from this study, and to prevent 
negative impacts on historic communities in the future reconstructing existing roadways 
is preferred and less disruptive than creating new roadways. If reconstruction is not an 
option, new infrastructure should be located on the edge of neighborhoods and in 
largely commercial areas in order to decrease the impact to surrounding 
neighborhoods. By looking at the temporary changes caused by construction, decreased 
residency rates, and increased vacancy, efforts should be made during roadwork to 
encourage residents to remain in the neighborhood. This study determines that 
residency and vacancy are only temporarily disrupted in altered neighborhoods, and 
thus efforts should be made to keep residents in place during construction years. To 
mitigate lasting impacts efforts should be made to place new transportation 
infrastructure in largely commercial neighborhoods.  
As discussed in the introduction, historic preservation was created out of grass 
roots efforts and largely continues to be so today, especially in Atlanta where little city 
protection is available.  Understanding the need for preservation in Atlanta and the 
minimal protection offered through the city, it is imperative that city and community 
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groups come together to determine how to relieve damage to historic neighborhoods 
and voice those concerns to the city. The negative implications from the Connector on 
historic neighborhoods is important and relevant today because in order protect the 
few historic resources left efforts must be through private and local initiatives. This 
thesis aids in understanding some of the implications of the creation of the Connector 
with the hopes that by understanding what occurred, the neighborhoods will be able to 
prevent these changes in historic neighborhoods to preserve the integrity and feeling of 
the community.  
The historic preservation field covers a diverse range of concepts and standards 
that involve a variety of other professions. As preservationists, it is easy to look solely at 
the conditions of the built environment, but it is also imperative to study how and why 
the built environment deteriorates or is maintained. Integrated by federal legislation 
and nationally recognized standards, historic preservation, city planning, and sociology 
were used throughout this study to determine building use change in neighborhoods 
impacted by transportation infrastructure and how this impacted the areas ability to 
preserve its character. This thesis examined aspects of these three fields in relation to 
the creation and reconstruction of the Interstate 75/85 Connector to determine its 
impacts on historic neighborhoods in Atlanta, Georgia.   
In her most recent book, Stephenie Meeks, the President of the National Trust 
for Historic Preservation, writes “the job of historic preservation…is to leverage the 
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tools, techniques, and habits of our field to help neighborhoods move forward in a 
positive direction, in a way that minimizes community disruption and helps facilitate 
equity, affordability, and harmony among old residents and new arrivals.”175 The goals 
of this thesis fall directly in line with Meeks’ quote; to use the data gathered in this 
study to predict impacts on historic neighborhoods in Atlanta, so we might understand 
what changed and be better equipped to mitigate any future disruptions from similar 
infrastructure changes both in Atlanta and throughout the United States.  
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